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I. INTRODUCTION.
In spite of the fact that the forms belon^inj? to the family
Enchytraei dae are ooBuron in itany parts of North Anerioa, it is a fisroup
of which little is ttnown. Less than a dozen references constitute the
literature on the North American species. The writer has been carrying
on investii^ations in this field in Illinois for the past three years
and the following paper represents eome of the results of this study
and is offered as a thesis in partial fulfillment of the requirements
for the degree of Doctor of Philosophy.
The writer wishes to express his indebtedness to Professor Prank
Smith under whose direction this woru has been done. Acknowledgements
are also due the following persons:- the Director of the Sewage Testing
Station at Chicago for perBtseion to work in the laboratories of that
institution: Dr. Arthur Lederer, Chief Chemist of the Sewage Testing
Station, and his associates for the many courtesies extended to the
writer during his work at that place; and Professor S. A.Porbes for
material from the collections of the Illinois State Laboratory of
Natural History.

II. FAWILY ENCHYTPAEIDAE.
ThiB favlly as knoTfn at present includes a large nuirber of species
distrituted anionj! sixteen f^enera. These worms are wide spread in their
distribution, being comiron in various parts of the Anerican continents,
generally distributed in Europe and reported from Siberia, New Zealand
and North Africa, They are found in various ttinde of situations. Many
are terrestrial, soine are aquatic and others are reported as being
coonron to either hind of situation. Although the majority of the aquatic
forms are froH! fresh water several species are found along the shore in
narine situations. They are quite similar to the earthworffs in some
respects; viz,, (l) the sisiple setae; (2) the wide separation of the
sparoathecae froie the speraiduoal pores; (8) the presence of paired or
unpaired glands coirparable to the caloiferoup ^lande of the earthworits;
(4) the thick body wall. Tn other respects they reseicble the lower
oligoohaetes; viz., (l) the presence of nuweroue lynphocytes in the
ooelcBic tluid; (2) the lisiitation of the spero ducts to two consecutive
soBites, one of which contains the internal opening and the pther the
external opening; (8) the reduction of the oviduct to a mere pore.
Definition of the family Enohytr aeidae.
Michael8en( '00, p. 66) defines the faoily as followe:-
"Borsten stiftfflripig oder einfach hackenf firnii g, ohne deutliohen
Nodulue, gerade oder echwach S-fermig gebogen, einf ach-epi teig, meist zu
nehrenen (3-12) in f acherf eJriPi gen Bundeln, selten zu 2, einzeln Oder
ganz fehlend. Kopfporus vorhanden. Nephri dialporen vor den ventralen
Borstenbiindeln. Gurtel av 12. Segir. und flber mehr oder weniger grosse

telle der benaohbarten Sej^it. Wannllohe Poren 1 Paar, an 12 Setfe.
, vor
den ventralen Boretenbflndeln; weibliohe Poren 1 Paar, an 18. SetfiD,, vor
den ventralen For etenbflndeln; b»inentaschenporen neist 1 Paar, auf
InteetJiitf. 4/6, eelten 2 Paar auf Inteegmtf, 8/4 und 4/6. Darn Bit
dorsalen Sohlundkopf, durob den irehrere Paare Septaldrfleen, vor den
Beeeep. 4/5 und einigen folgenden gelegen, aueicanden. Blutgef fieBeystem
einfach; Rflciiengef Sbb nur iir Vorderkflrper, mit dem Bauohtfefflee durch
wenige, jreiet S, Tranevereal gef ifeepsare verbunden. Weganephridiech;
Ijephridien mit irassigen Posteeptale. Hoden an Dissep. 10/1 1; Samentrioh-
ter Bit dickeo, drfleiger Wandung und engeit Lutsen, walzen- oder tonnen-
fflrBig, eelten echief triobterf flrtcig, vor Diesep. 11/12, Ovarien an
Dieeep. 11/12; Eitrichter rudiaientflr, an Dissep, 12/18; Eier gross,
dotterreich, einzeln oder eu aie^eren in Cocons abgelegt. In einzelneii
Fallen sftnitliche Gesohl echtor gane mit Ausnahce der Sairent aecben ub 3
Oder 4 Segre, nach vorn verschoben".
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III. SYSTEMATIC AND MORPHOLOGICAL STUDIES.
1. Preliminary dieoueeion.
The Enchytraeidae ie faet oomintf to be one of the larger fastilies
of the Oligoobaeta. It non includee sixteen genera, aa followe:-
lleeenohytraeue Eisen. Henlea Vcblen*
Bncbytraeue Henle. Friderioia Vcblsn.
Miohaelsena Ude. Distiohopus Leidy.
Lumbrioi llus Oret. Aohaeta Vejd.
Uarionina Mohlen. Propappus Mohlsn.
Boohholzla liohlsn. Euenchytraeue Eretecher.
Steroutue Wchlen. Hepatogaeter Cejka.
Bryodrilus Ude, Hydrenchytraeue Bretecber.
The genus Chirodrilue Verrill hae been a eibject of sonse dispute,
both Vejdovsky and Vaillant placed it among the Tub^fuc^dae while
Beddard( 'SS.p. 814) and MiohaelBen( 'GO,?. 68) placed it aironf the
Enohytraeidae. Later MiohaelBen( 'OS, p. 50 ; included it with the Tubifici- i
d«e. As there seems to be good grounds for putting It with the Tubifici-
dae. It has been omitted from the above list.
The richness of Bnchytraeid life in North America is indicated by
the fact that in spit© of the small amount of investigation which has
been made in this group, nine of the above listed genera are known to
have representatives on this continent and it seems safe to predict that
future investigation will reveal still other genera as yet unknown. A
promise of what future Investigation may reveal is shown in the work of
Bisen on the Pacific Coast where random collecting gave material from

•hiui. be deeoribed forty eight new Bpoclee dietributed anionfl eight
genera and in hie introduction he etatee that he had at the time of
the publication of which was at the tine prevented by certain existing
oirounetanoeB.
Of the above listed genera only Distichopue ie, bo far ae our
knowledge goes, livited to North America, It wae described by Leidy in
1892 froB) Eastern United States. The genera represented in North
Aaerioa are as follows:-
wr>(ting oOBie fifty or Bore additional new species from the saoe region.
Mesenohytraeue BryodriluB
Ench ytraeus Henlea
Vichael sena Priderioia
LuBDbrioil 1 us Di 8t ichopue
Marionina
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2. KEY TO THE GENERA OP ENCHYTRAEIDAE OF NORTH AWEBICA.
A* 8e*»e not diepoeed in bundles; occur Binely when present; ueually
•beent on many of the sottitee -------- MICHAELSENA.
AA. Setae dispoaed in bundles.
B. Setae diepoaed in two bundles on each aoaaite - - DISTICHOPUS.
bB, Setae disposed in four bundles on each eoirite.
C. Dorsal pores present ------------- PRIDEPICIA,
CC. Dorsal pores absent.
D» Oesophadue itergee suddenly into intestine - - HENLEA.
DD. Oesophagus irerges gradually into intestine,
E. Setae straight and of equal length - - - ENCHYTRAEUS.
EE. Setae sigiroid,
P. Testes pleurilobed --------- LUMERICILLUS.
PP. Testes undivided.
0. Origin of dorsal blood vessel intraclitellar
;
blind diverticula in connection with alimentary
canal somewhere in VI-VIII - - - - BRY0DRILU8.
GG. Origin of dorsal blood vessel postolitellar;
no diverticula in connection with anterior
part of alirentary canal.
H. Nephridie with a wide, closely wound canal
and Blight intermediate substance - - -
- MESENCHYTRAEUS.
HE. Kephridia with narrow, loosely coiled canal
and well developed interaediate substance - -
-
- MARIONINA.
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8. GenuB HENLEA Mohlen,
The ({enuB Henlea was estaJJllehecl by Miohaeleen in 1889 and although
"
it inoludae a eomewhat heterodenecus aeBenblage of epeoiee there does not
seeBi to be at present euffioient grounds for breaking up the genua into
several generic types. It is disiinguished fr.CB the other ^enera by the
following charaoteres- (1) The eudden change in the dlaireter of the
digestive tract where the oesophagus passes into the intestine; and (2)
the anteolitellar origin of the dorsal blood vessel. As a rule there are
I
(
diverticula at the Resinning of the intestine. Henlea has Bryodrilus for
its nearest relative although Buehholzia also stands close. Miohalsen
('OS, p. 51) in discussing the phylogeny of the Ench y treeidae places Henlea
at the base of the systeic as the isost priniitive genus on the ground that
j
Ithe forms belonging to this group show the greatest diversity in the
character of the setae. Later the same writer( '05, p. 24) described a new
genus, Propappus, which is in a nuinber of respects lEore primitive than
jj
Henlea and rust be regarded as the oldest of the known Enchytraeid
jj
genera. One of the striking characters of this new genus is the presence
of forked setae.
Forty two species and two varieties are included in this genus at the
present time. Of this number seven are doubtful either as regards their
being valid species or as regards the oorreotness of their position in
this genus. Of these the following seem worthy of notice:- H. lefroyi,
described by Peddard( '05, p. 62) from India and placed provisionally in
this genus, is described as having the origin of the dorsal blood vessel
intraclitellar, the intestinal diverticula lacking, and the oesophagus
as passing gradually into the intestine. Beddard finds it possible to

ellsinate safely, by other obaractere, all of the tfenera except
Bryodrllue and Henlea. He plaoee the epeoiee in Henlea because the
characterietio intestinal diverticula are sometimes absent, a reason
which is open to question. H. scharffi, described ty Southern ('10,p, lb)
frotti the White Vountains and also placed provisionally in this genus,
is described as having no intestinal diverticula and the oesophagus
passes gradually into the intestine. The anteclitellar origin of the
dorsal vessel seeice to fce the only good ground for placing the species
in this genus.
Taking the genus as a whole there is a rensarkafcle variation in the
different organs. E. puteana Vejd. is unique in having two pairs of
spermathecae. The species of the genus can be grouped in a nuicber of
ways depending upon the character of the setae, the presence of absence
of intestinal diverticula, the presence or absence of peptonephridie,
the place of origin of the dorsal vessel, and the presence or absence
of ampullae on the spernathecae.
Of the asseiEblage of species included under Henlea, four species
and two varieties have been described from North Anerioa. They are
88 follows:-
H. oalifornica Eisen Santa Bosa, Sonoma Co., Calif.
H. Oalifornica var, nontiocla Eisen West Pork, Feather River, Calif.
H. oalifornica var. helenae Eisen St. Helena, Napa Co., Oalif.
H. guatemalae Eisen Guatenala City, Central America.
H. ebrhorni Eisen Mountain View, San Mat,eo Co. Calif.
H. scharffi Southern White Mountains, N. H.
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LeidydeSO, Jour. Ao. 8oi, Phil. ear. 2, v, 81, p«48) deecrlbed a
•peoiee under the naice of Enchytraeue sooialie froB eastern Penneyl vanit,.
The description is so inadequate that it is very uncertain as to Just
what this speoiee is. Wiobael een( •00, p. 39 ) places it as a synonyin of
Henlea ventriculoea Udete. and there appears to be evidence in favor of
thiB view. It thus appears that Henlea ventriculosa Udek. Bay be added
tentatively to the list of North American species of this genus,
HENLEA Mohlsn.
«iohaeleen( '00, p. 87) defines the genus as follows:-
"boratan gerade Oder echwaoh S-f^Jricig gebotfen. Kopfporus klein,
Bwisohen Kopflappen und I Segit, ; Fflckenporen fehlen. LymphkArper von
einerlei Gestalt gross, meist di sousf flrmig, selten elliptisch, dunkel
granuliert, Der Oesophagus geht in 7., 8. oder 9. Segir;. plotzllch in der
weiten Mitteldarm fiber. Ursprung dee Rdckengef asees anteolitellial in
8. Oder 9. Sego. ; Plut farDlos; Herzk^rper fehlt. Nephridien nit kleinem,
ainfachem Anteseptale. Hoden irassig. Sawentaechen einfaoh, ohne Diverti-
kel, »it den Oesophagus konirunizierend, "
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KEY TO THE SPECIES OP THE GENUS HENLEA KNOWN TO OCCUR IN
NORTH AMERICA.
A. Speriratheca© with diverticula - -- -- -- - h. ehrhorni Eieen.
AA. Spermathecae without diverticula.
B. No intestinal diverticula present - - - h. aobarffi Southern.
BP. Inteetinal diverticula present.
C. Two intestinal diverticula present.
D. Spersiatheca with ampulla having diair.eter little
or no greater than duct; enteseptal region of
nephridia eniall.
E. Dorsal vessel arises in "VIII; peptonephridia
connected with digestive tract in IV.
P. Two accessory glands at the ectal opening
of sperffiatfcecal duct; spericethecae slightly
tent.
G. Brain wider than long, concave anteriorly
and posteriorly; Bperirathecae with lunsen
approximately straight -
-H. californica
Eisen.
3G. Brain almost square with posterior itargin
only concave; speriBatbecae with an expan-
sion in luiren for storage of speriratozoa
which is connected with luiren of intestine
by a long narrow contorted canal - - -
- - - H. californica var.helenae Eisen.
PP. Pour or more accessory glands at ectal open-
ing of eperirathecal duct; spertnathecae sharply
bent
- - - H. calif eriBica var. nontiool a Eisen.
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EE, Doreal vessel arises in IX: peptonephr i di
a
connected with digestive tract in V - - - -
- - H. urbanensiB n, sp.
DD. Spermatheca with well developed oval airpulla: ante-
eeptal part of nephridie approxirat el y as long as
the postseptal part - - - H« guateiralae Eisen*
CC. One intestinal diverticul uir which ooapletely surrounds the
digestive tract in VIII H. noderats n. sp.
Plate I, figs. 1-12.
Def intion,
-
Length IS- 19 bb.
,
average about 18 bb. Dianeter 0,48 am. S&Bites
46-58. Color whitish yellow. ProstomiuB soBewbat tapering. Head pore
at O/l, Dorsal pores absent. Setae of unequal length, inner ones slight-
ly shorter; slightly bent; varying in size, inner ones finer; 8-6 per
bundle in anterior part of body, 4-2 in posterior part. Clitellum on
1/2X1
- XIII. LyBphocytes elliptical. Brain about one third longer than
wide; anterior aargin concave; posterior irargin deeply eBarginate;
lateral aargins converge rapidly oephalad. Pep tonephridia present and
well developed, connected with aliicentary canal in V; dorsal and ventral \
strands lie in close contact with aliwentary canal; ventral strand ^ives
rise to a numbe* of tubules in VI and VII which project into the coelOB.
Pour "taste organs* in buccal cavity each provided with a muscular
strand which extends to body wall. Oesophagus passes abruptly into
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Inteetin© In VIII, Tnteetinal divertiouloB pr«e©nt In VIII; entirely
surrounds digestive tract; oonspeeed of numerous tubules which ultlieete-
Ijr unite into about twelve irain tubules by neans of which connection
with digestive tract is effected. Dorsal vessel arises in IX. Bach
nephridiuB with saiall anteseptal part; postseptal part about one and one
half tiites larger; efferent duct arises from anterior part of latter.
SperiEiducal funnel saiall: length about twice diaireter. Spern at hecae with
o«»l expanded awpulle near eotal end; duct diminisging in diasieter
towards ental end; rosette of four glands at ectal opening of duct;
ducts unite dorsad of digestive tract to forw a short oval tube through
which they comiBuni oate with luinen of digestive tract in posterior part
of V.
Described frosi 11 sexually sature specimens. Cotypes in the
collection of the writer. Cotypes also in the collection of Professor
Prank Smith.
The speciicenB which are the bwsts of this description were found
near Urbana, Illinois, In rich soil and under decaying leaves in undis-
j
turbed forest land, in late March, 1911. All of the specimens were sexual-t
ly mature showing sperofatozoa in the spermatheoae, well developed egg
nasses in the body cavity, and developing spermatozoa in XI.
Affinities.
It is somewhat difficult to determine the systematic relation of
this species owing to the fact that some of the species which are includ-
ed in the genus are so incompletely described. Species which, so far as
d-scribed seem to be closely related, might, if more thoroughly worked
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out, reveal oharaotere which would eeparate then widely. However, until
these »eager descriptions are Buppleirented by further study one must
be content to place any new speoiee as nearly as possible to what seens
to be its natural position in the cenus. If the niniBiuo) number of
distinct differences be considered this species saena to approach H.
geooata Eisen* H. oohracea Eisen, and H. dorsalls Eretsoher, all of
which are iieperfeotly described and as a consequence the aeeuBption of
this relationship wust be tentative, K. Cemniata lisen differs from H»
oderata in the character of the setae, tbff spersiiduoal funnel, the
nephridia, the brain and ths sperroathecae, H. oohracea Eisen differs in
the character of the brain, nephridia and spernathecae, H. dorsalie
Bretsoher shows differences in the length and in the character ot the
brain,
EXTERNAL CHARACTERS.
The body is slender and has an average length of about 16 nsni.
,
the
extremes being 18 and 19, in transverse section the body is circular.
The diameter is greatest in the region of the clltelluHi where it averages
about 0.47 flam. Posterior to the cliteilum the diameter diminishes only
to a very slight degree. In the living epecioens the body is opaque and
yellowish-white in appearance. The prostomium ( Fig. 6 ) shows a slight but
gradual tapering. The intersegmental grooves are quite distinct in the
first 8-6 somites but elsewhere are obscure. The number of somites is
variable, the average being about 54, the extremes 46 and 68. The head
pore is small and located on O/l. The clitellum oooupies 1/2 XI-XIII and
is usually well developed. In the anterior region there are 8-6 setae
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per bundle and 4-2 in tbe posterior region. In th» laet four or five
•OBiitee there are usually 2 setae per bundle. Tbe 8r»an<JeB>©nt of the
setae in the bundleCfig, 8) reeeirbles that of Frlderioia. The ooirponent
setae of a bundle are of different leniithe, the outer ones beini? lontfer
and heavier, tbe inner ones shorter and finer. It should be noted that
in this speoiee there is not so filreat a difference in the size of the
setae of a bundle as is usually found in Friderioia. In each bundle the
proxiiral ends of the setae are in rather close proxinsity to each other
and are arranged in transverse linear sequence. Outside of the body wall
they spread out fan-wise. Close exatninetion shows that, as in Fridericia,
the setae are not arran<;ed in pairs but represent a series of different
sizes. The proximal end8(Pig,9) are distinctly bent.
INTERNAL CHARACTERS.
Lyipphooytes.
The lyirpbocytesfPig. E) are large and abundant; Their distribution
in the coeloB is not uniforin but certain regions are well supplied
while other regions are alvoet destitute. They begin to appear near IV.
The intervening space between the septal glands and the reproductive
organs is alaiost completely filled with then except in the region of the
intestinal divertiouluo where they are greatly reduced in nuBbers. Pew
if any are present in the sooites which contain the reproductive organs
but beyond then the lyspbocytes are always present although not in such
nuBbers as in the anterior part of the body. They a»e disc-like or
broadly elliptical. The granular cytoplasB contains a conspicuous nucleus.
Measureirents average as follows:- length - ^.086; width 0.046.
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Brain.
Th« brain( Fid. 1) ooouplee a Bodian dorsal position in II, project-
intf into III for a dietance of approximatel y 1/6 the length of the brain.
It also projeote into I for a very short distance. The brain is some-
what heart shaped. The posterior margin is deeply eo^yS^inate and the
anterior margin is decidedly concave. The lateral margins converge
rapidly oephalad and approach each other closest at a point Just caudad
to the origin of the comiciBeural trunks. Measurements ebons that the
posterior part of the train is approximately 2.7 times wider than the
anterior part. Measurements of three brains which had been dissected out
show the dimensi*Qns of that organ to be practically uniform, the ratio of
the greatest width tjo the greatest length being 6:9. The actual
easureroents are 0,108 mm. for the greatest width, and 0.162 mm. for the
greatest length. In transverse section the organ is elliptical in out-
line. The brain is anchored to the body wall by two pairs of supporting
strands which arise from the latero-posterior and posterior parts of
the organ. The anterior region gives rise to the usual nerve trunks
which extend cephalad, diverging only slightly up to the point where
they begin to extend around the oesophagus. Near this point these trunks
divide, giving rise to a pair of trunks which extend into the prostomium. i
The main pair of trunks extend around the digestive tract forming the
oircum-aesophageal commissures, uniting again on the ventral side to
form the sub-oesophageal ganglion which lies partly in I and partly in II,
Peptonephridia.
Two peptonephridia are present, one arising from the dorsal and the
other from the ventral side of the digestive tract in th«> anterior part
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of V. Both adhere oloeely to the allwentary e(rj/ftial as they extend caudad
and for a considerable part of their extent lie betneen the epithelial
layer and the muecjl/Ctor coat of the oeeophague. Each is cotcpoBed of two
strande which dive off at intervale a nunber of tubules that project
freely into the coelom. In VI both the dorsal and ventral peptonephridl
a
becone greatly thickened end enlarged. Near this enlargenent the ventral
peptonephdidiS» give rise to a number of tubules which escape froit the
wall of the digestive tract and extend around it on either side. The
teraini of these tubules lie around the dorsal vessel or in its iminediate
vicinity. They come into close proxiicity to the dorsal strands but so far
as observed do not unite with thea:. After giving off these tubules the
strands becoflse reduced to their former size and continue thus a» far as
VII where the ventral peptonephri diaiu becomes thickened again and gives
rise to tubules which project freely into the body cavity. These
tubules reseoble those in VI in the general structure but differ in
being shorter and fewer in number. They extend dorsad on each side of
the digestive tract i>ut do not reach the dorsal side. Poth the dorsal
and ventral peptonephridia end iwoediately anterior to the intestinal
diverticuluBfi in the posterior part of VII.
Taste Organs { Geschniackslappcben
)
TtilB species is eooewhat unique in having four of these organs
(Pig.8) instead of the usual number two. They extend from the floor of
the buccal carity, are products of the liniqg epitheliuB and are struot-
ally like it. These tongue-like organs are sometiBBes directed caudad,
sometinieB cephalad, depending upon the state of retraction of the
pharynx. The surface is covered by the cutuoula which lines that part of
ft
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digestive traot. Four »u80ulBr etrande, two on either side of the
edian line, are attached to the wall of the buooal cavity at the baeee
of theee organe and extend obliquely ven tro-oaudad to the body wall.
VejdovBky( '84, p. 99) describee ganglion cells in the bases of the
"3<l8chHiaokBlappchen* which he studied but they have not been seen in
the preparations of this speoles.
Intestinal diverticuluB.
At the junction of the intestine with the oesophagus in VIII there *
arises a structure which is reflected cephalad over the latter, invest-
jj
ing it closely for the greater part of the length of the somite. In I
cleared oounts it appears as a brownish, almost opaque mass filling the
greater part of the coelotr at the above mentioned position. It is a
single organ with two shallow longitudinal depressions, one dorsal, and
j
j
the other ventral, thg fornier being the more distinct. SectionB( Figs. 10
|
and 11) show the organ to be made up of a series of branching, rather
j
thick walled tubules, about twelve in number, which extend radially and
;
cephalad. The region of the digestive traot(Pig. 10) from which these
tubules arise is ciliated *s«l and the basal parts of the lumina of the
tubules (tdo) are also ciliated. These tubules give off branches as they
extend cephalad until the whole mass of the anterior part of the organ
is oonposed of finer tubulesC Pig, 11, td) which lie in very close proxiir-
ity to each other. The walls of these tubules are distinctly nucleated
and appear to be composed of glandular tissue. The whole diverticulum is
invested in a layer of peritoneum beneath which is a very much reduced
muscle layer, a continuation of the muscle layer of the digestive tract.
The perivisceral blood 8inus{ Pig* 10, fcsp) appears at the point of origin
f
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of the tubules from the digestive tract. Thie einue ie oontinued
oephal»d and the reduced 8paoee(Pig. 11, bs) which appear between the
tubulee of the divertiouluw are continuatione of this slnue. In all of
the speoiEens studied the structure of this organ is uniforis in all
respects*
The presence of the mid dorsal and mid ventral longitudinal
grooves suggests the possibility that this organ may have developed
froB two lateral outgrowths froiri the digestive tract which grew together
and fused at the points of contact. However an exaoination of the point
of origin of the di vertiouluir shows no evidence that it arose as two
separate parts*
Dorsal blood vessel*
The dorsal blood vessel arises froBi the perivisceral blood sinus
in IX. In sojce of the speoiicenB it shows a conspicuous expansion in IX
isiniediatel y after it originates from the sinus but this is not a constant
feature since some spsoiwens do not show it at all while others show
only a moderate expansion*
Nephridia.
The first nephridia appear on v/VI, There is soire variation is size
and shape in the various specimens and in the different regions of the
body although this variation is within rather narrow limits. The ante-
septal part(Pig. 2) is reduced in size, the postseptal part being about
two and one half times larger. The efferent duct is longer than the
postseptal part and arises near the septum, opening to the exterior just
cephalad to the ventral setae.
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Spernlduoal funnel*
The Bpernlduoal f unnel ( Fitf. 4 ) I0 snail in coinparlaon to the size of
the body. It is situated In the posterior part of XI arith its base In
close proxlirlty to the loner part of Xl/XII with its lontf axis alnost
parallel to the long axis of the body. The whole organ lies close to the
ventral body wall. It varies in shape within narrow limits but in
general it resembles an elongated cask. It also varies sonewhat in its
dlBensions but on the average the length is about twice the diaineter.
The anterior end has a well differentiated collar which is set off froas
|
the body of the organ by a constriction. This collar varies in the degree
of the reflection of the margin wtlich is sometimes reflected to the
extent of about 160' *nd in other preparations only about 45°. The
anterior opening is in close proximity with the extremity of the testis.
The sperm duct extends through Xl/XII very near its union with
ther body wall. It is long, much coiled, and confined to XII.
Penial bulb.
TKis organ( Fig. 12) conforms to the Lumbricillid type of penial
bulb as defined by Ei 8en( '04, p. 8 ) and does not differ markedly in struct-
ure from that of the other American species of this genue. It is small
and is not nearly so conspicuous in transverse sections as is usually
the oase in other Enchytraeid species. It is covered by a definite
musculature (m), a continuation of the circular muscle layer of the body
wall, which does not at any point penetrate into the Jaody of the bulb.
The bulb is composed of two kinds of cells, namely, those surrounding
and opening into the sperm duct extension* (ibo), and those which fill
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tbe peripheral parts of the bulb (tiilp) •one of nblob appear to open to
the' surface below the penial pore (pp)« The forner are elontJated,
nucleated, and stain very lightly. They are arranrged radially around the
spers duot extension (sde). The peripheral cells are irregularly spindle
-shaped and tend to take the stains heavily. The sperc duct (sd)
penetrates the bulb near the eotal side and Joins the spero) duot exten-
|
I
eion (sde) well within the Cody of the bulb. When the penial bulb is in 1
the retracted state the sperv duot extension curves strongly towards
the penial invagination (pb) and the penial pore (pp) is located well
towards the base of the latter.
Ovaries.
These organs occur as usual in XII attached to the ventral part of
Xl/XII. They are sassive, filling a considerable part of the ooelOB in
XII. The terasinal part of each which bears the developing niaes is
usually pushed up into the body cavity until it lies dorsad to the
digestive tract.
Spermathecae.
A single pair of these organs lie in V. The ectal opening of each '
is laterad in the intereegoental groove iV/V and is surrounded by a
nuBber of glandB(Pig. 7) which forwe a sort of rosette. There is no
differentiation of duct and ampulla. Within the ectal region which is
somewhat swollen the lu»en attains its «axiBiuiD diaweter. This swollen
• In this paper the nane "eperm duct extension* will be used to
designate that differentiated part of the Bpertti|duot which lies within the
penial bulb, extending from the terminus of Ihe sperm duot proper near the
periphery of the bul6 to the penial pore.
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P6(2lon involves about one bslf of the entire epeririatheoe. The diaveter
deoreaees entad, tbe swollen region verciintf tfraduall^r Into the duct-
like portion wbioh extends obliquely aoross tbe coelor to a point
dorsad of tbe digestive tract wbere it bends oaudad. It meets and
unites witb the duot of tbe spenratheoa of the opposite side in the
posterior part of V to forn the large connron duot(Fig. 7) which soon
enters the digestive tract.
Plate VI, figs. 56-58.
Definition.
Length 25 av, Diaweter 0,57 bit. Color whitish yellow. Prostoiciutr
blunt and rounded. Head pore at O/l. Dorsal pores absent. Setae of
unequal length, the inner ones slightly shorter and finer; slightly
bent; 6-8 in ventral bundles in anterior part of body, usually 8; 4-6
in lateral bundles; about 7 in ventral bundles in oiddle region; 4-6
in lateral bundles. ClitelloiB on 1/2 XI - XIII. Lymphocytes elliptical,
large. Brain about as wide as long; anterior oargin concave, posterior
margin emarginate; lateral margins diverge caudad. Pep tonephridia present
and well developed, connected with digestive tract in V; dorsal and
ventral strands lie in close contact with digestive tract; both dorsal
and ventral strands show conspicuous thickenings at origin which extend
freely into coelom; dorsal strand gives rise to tubules in VI, tbe
ventral gives rise to similar tubules in VI and VII. Two "taste organs"
in buccal cavity. Oesophagus passes rather abruptly into intestine in
VIII. Two lateral sac-like diverticula in VIII; cavity of each
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ooBVunioates ulth lunen of digestive tract by one lateral openlntf.
Dorsal vessel arises in IX. Nephridla with sosll anteseptal and lariJe
I
well developed postseptal part; duot arises froit ventral surfaoe of
latter near septum. Spermiduoal funnel moderate, length about two and
i:
i
one third times greater than dianeter. Spermatbeca not strongly develop- |,
ed; no distinct ampulla; diameter greatest at region of ectal opening
where it is surrounded ty a rosette of glands; oommunioat ion with lumen
of digestive tract on dorsal side effected by a short channel formed by
|
the fusion of the two spermathecae at their ental ends; eotal opening
near IV/V
»
Described from on© sexually nature specimen. Type in the collection
j
of the writer.
The speciaen which is the basis of this description was found in
woods near Urbana» Illinois, in the rich soil of undisturbed forest
land, in late March, 1911. The specimen is sexually mature since it
!
show* the presence of spermatozoa in the spermathecae, well developed
egg masses in the body eavity and developing spermatozoa in XI.
DETAI^gPygRP^QLOGY.
BXTERMAL GHIRAG^EES.
The length of the type s(g)pttiiren is 25 mm. The body is long, slender,
and in transverse section is circular in outline. The greatest diameter
is in the region of the clitellum where it measures 0, 67e mm. The body
is opaque and of a whitish yellow color in the living specimen. Unfortun-
ately the data regarding the number of somites has been lost and the
type aeries of transverse sections includes only fifteen somites, hence
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that point nust be left until »dditi.cnal nsterial ie eecured. The proetoi
-iuB is ratber blunt and rounded. The inter eegsental grooves are rather
distinct. The head pore is at O/l. The olltelluB is well developed and
occupies 1/2 XI - XIII. Near its aiddle the cells are about eight tiaee
longer than their width. There are no specially differentiated areas.
The shape and arrangerent of the setae correspond very closely to
the condition in Henlee icoderata but there is a distinct difference in
the nuBber of setae per bundle. In the first thirteen sonites the
|
ventral bundles contain 6-8 setae, usually the latter number; the lateral
bundles contain 5-6 eetae, never anore than 6. The Diddle region of the
body usually has 7 setae in the ventral bundles and 4-6 in the lateral
bundles. The proximal ends of the setae are distinctly bent.
INTERNAL CHARACTERS..
Brain.
The brain occupies a Bedian dorsal position in I and IT, the greaterj
i
part of the organ being in II, The length is about the same as the \
greatest width, the nseaeureiEents being as follows:- length 0.146;
greatest width 0. 142 915). The posterior Bargin is distinctly eoarginate
and the anterior aargin is ^uite concave. The snallest width, 0.125 bb. ,
is in the region of the origin of the comiriissural trunks. Pros this
point the lateral aargins diverge caudad until they reach the region of
greatest width which is about aidway of the length of the organ. Thence
the lateral aargins round off gradually into the posterior aargln. In
transverse section the brain is elliptical in outline. The anterior
region gives rise to the usual coBaissural trunks which extend around the
alisentary canal, one on either side and aeet to foric the eub-oeeophageal
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lianglion in II. One pair of supportlni} atranda extande froa the aidaa
of the brain to tha bod? wall; anothar pair extends from tbe vwo teraia-
• 1 lo.bea to tns tody wall.
paptonephridla.
Thaae organs are two ratner oomplioated struotures arisinti from the
dorsal and ventral aurfaoea of tn^ alioentary oanal in the anterior
part of V. Ttxey reeewbl© those of Henlea moderata in the general plan
of atraoture but ppeaent certain marited differences. Tbe dorsal and
entral peptonephr idia are quite dissiicilar. The dorsal one, at its
origin, gives riae to two diviaiona, one %otal and tne other ental. The
eotal portion is a large, thioti walled, tubular structure whioh extende
freely into the ooalom. iBmediatel y beyond its origin this eotal portion
assumes a position parallel to the alimentary oanal and extends oaudad
for about the length of one aonite. The ental portion has a very intiaata
relation to the «all of the digestive traot sinoe it lies under the
outer ooat of the latter. Imniediately anterior to the third pair of
deptal gldnds it gives rise to two irregular, branching outgrowths, one
on the right and one on the left side, which escape from the encloeing
ahaath of the digestive tract and extend freely into the coelom showing
a tendency to lie in olose proximity to the doraal vesael. The nain part
of th* doraal pep tonephri diuw continues oaudad, maintaining Its intimate
relation to the digestive traot, and ends just anterior to the origin
of the intestinal diverticula. The ventral peptonephr idium is also
composed of two parts, one eotal and tns other ental. The ectal division
resembles the corresponding dorsal eotal one in atruotura and maas but
differs in shape and distribution. Immediately beyond its origin it
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enlarges and extends into the body oavity. It is ooBipoaed of two parta,
one of which extends oephalad for a diatanoe of about one half a aoaiii*
loralns? about tout fifths of the bulK of the atruoture, whereaa the
other extends oaudad for a short dietanoe. The former is unbranohed.
The ental part resembles the oorrespondini dorsal one in atruoture and
In its relation to the digestive traot. Just anterior to the third
pair of septal glands it gives off right and left branches whioh projeot
freely into the body oavity, extending dorsal around the alimentary
oanal. ihese ^ranches are m oiose proximity to the corresponding ones
of the i^^JSiVal peptonephridium but do not unite witn them. The main
part of the ventral peptonephridium continues oaudad, maintaining tns
same intimate relation to the digestive traot, until a point just
anterior to th» intestinal diverticula is reached where it again gives
rise to right and left branches which extend into the ooelom. These
cranohes are similar to the correapondiag anterior ones except that they
jj
are not so extensive. The main part of the gland which is longer than
the dorsal peptonephridium, ends ;Ju8t anterior to the origin of the
intestinal divert iculi&. AH of the various parts of these organs have
essentially the sane structure. They are rather thicli walled, tubular,
and conspicuously nucleated. The peculiarly thicitened portions at the
origin of the glands^ary in staining capacity from the other parts
and to some extent recall the condition of the peptonephridia in Henlea
leptodera Vejd. as figured by Vejdovsky ( ' 79, Taf . X, f ig. 2),
Taste bodies*
A pair of these organs arise from the floor of the buccal oavity
one on either side of the median line and extend out into the lumen.
f
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They are about 0.057 nmi. lonfi. The baeal part of eaoh is eomowhat oon-
stricted fortnini? a »oPt of pedioel. The resalndor of the orjjan is rather
epindle-shaped, tbiott at the middle and tapering off to a point at the
extremity. The body of eaoh of theae organs is oonposed of elongated,
nuoleated oella which reeatsble ths other epithelial cells of the lining
of that part of the digestive tract in structure and staining reaction*
The extremities are oharsoteri sed by the disappearance of all traces of
cell walls and nuclei, thus presenting a somewhat homogeneous appearance*
The entire outer jjurfaoe is covered by the outtoula which lines the
buccal cavity. Each organ is prcided with a aus'^le which extends ventro-
oaudad fro* its base to the body wall.
Intestinal diverticula.
The intestinal diverticula comprise two lateral 8ao-l}.(ce evagina-
tio*8 which arise from the intestine in the posterior part of VIII,
Jgh9f extend oephalad from tne point of origin and fill the greater part
of the coelom in that region. Their dimensions increase from the point
of origin towards the anterior part of VITI, They are somewhat flattened
laterally, the greatest diameter being in a dor si-ventral direction.
The structure of these organsCPig. 57) is very interesting. Bach diver-
ticulum contains a large central cavity (cd), a continuation of the
lumen of the intestine, which communicates with it by a single, dorsi-
lateral, sllt-line opening. One of the oharaoteriatio features of the
structure of this organ is the intricate folding oi the inner lining.
The dorsal portion of the side (ens) adjacent to the alimentary canal
shows but little if any folding. However, the entire opposite wall is
1I
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ooneplououel 7 folded. This foldinfl whioh invol»8B moBt of the thiokneeo
of tbe wall is found all aloni^ the eotal and ventral sides. Bxanination
with high power shows a series of blood sinuses (bs) whioh are intinate-
ly related to the walls of the divartioula. In the anterior part of
eaoh organ they are inconspicuous being confined to small epaoos in the
walls and folds. Toward the intestinal connection they beoona more
apparent and occupy the Bore or less continuous space between the parts
of the walls as well as the numerous spaces in tae folds as indicated
in figure 57. Xbeee spaces in the folds appear slit-like in transverse
sections. The sinuses increase in size and disinish in nuaibers caudad
until finally there appear a few large sinuses whioh result from the
union of the smaller ones. Ultimately there appears one very large sinus
whioh is the main channel of connection with the perivisceral sinus at
the junction of the diverticulum with the intestine. The eotal surface
of the diverticulum is to some extent covered with chloragog cell0(oho).
The ental surf aoe( ens) shows no such cells but is covered with a layer
of peritoneuB of the usual type. The wall of the diverticulum is compos-
ed of (1) an external peritoneum, either modified into chloragog cells
or of the simple type, (2) a middle region occupied by a blood sinus,
and (3) an inner rather thicfc, greatly folded, non-ciliated epithelium.
|
Just cephalad to the junction y^ith the intestine the epithelium begins
h
i
to take on the appearance of the lining epithelium of the intestine
and has a similar staining reaction. This communication is ciliated for
a short distance. The staining reaction of the bulK of the diverticulum
is quite different from that of the epithelial lining of the intestine
from whioh it originates. At toe point of union of the diverticulum
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with the diiiaetlvs trsot there is a narked and abrupt inoreaae In the
diameter of the latter whioh oarka the beginning of the inteatine.
A oonparison of the atruoture of theae ori^ana with that of H.
BOderata reveals a wide difforenoe in the two ap^ciea. In the latter a
totall7 different plan of atruoture ie found. Owing to the meager treat-
sent in the literature of these atruotures in other ^peoiea of Henlea
it is not poaaible to make extenaive ooBpariaona, Miohaelaenf 'd6)
figurea the atruoture of the intestinal divertloula in H. leptodera
Vejd, and in H. ventriculoaa D'Udekem. Both conform to the general
plan of atruoture aa presented in H. urbanensis. They have one rather
apaoious central cavity bounded by walla whioh show infoldings and
whioh contain the blood sinuses in sonewhat the sane relation. However
they are quite different froai those of H. urbanensis as indioated by
the following facts. H. ventriouloaa has four diverticula which alone
distinguishes it from the other species. H. leptodera has two divertiou*
la but they differ from those of H. urbanensis since the folds in the
inner lining are larger and nuoh fewer in number and are present on the
ental as well as the eotal wall. Also the branches of the blood ainus are
fewer in number, Miohael3sn( '8&) describes and figures the structure of
the intestinal diverticulum in H. nasuta. It also presents the same
general type of structure as H. urbanensis but the folds of the lining
membrane are much wider and more irregular than in the latter. The folds
also show branching, a condition whioh does not appear in H, urbanensis.
Furthermore according to Michaelsen's figure there is no difference in
the structure of the ectal and ental walls. Eisen( '04, p, 100 ) makes tbe
following brief statement concerning theae orifans in H, calif ornioa:
-
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" Intestinal pouohes In VII »r« aiollar to tbos* floored Ipy yiobaalseo
from H. naauta. The villi ara fully as intrioately folded". The aaoe
«riter( I.e. p. 100) naKos the following aeager statenent conoeraing H.
fiuatemalae:
-
"Intestinal pouobes in VII; epithelium with ooBparati vel
y
few folds". Again Slaen( l.o.p. 106) nabces the following statement
oonoerning H. ehrhorni "Intestine. - The tubular part ia furnished in
VIII with a pair of divertieles wbioh not only fill the greater part
of VIII but also project into VII. Tbe inner lobes of the divortioles
are mxxoh coarser than in H. oalifornioa, tbe villi being less numeroas
and more of the nature of th=» divertioles in Benhaoia. At tbe posterior
end of the divertioles there is a large valve opening into the saooulat-
ed intestine.
"
It appears from any Inforaation wbioh oan be gleaned fron tbe
literature that the structure of tbe intestinal diverticula in H.
urbanensis is different from anything yet described.
Dorsal vessel*
The dorsal vessel arises from the perivisceral blood sinus in TX.
At its origin, and extending somewhat into VTII, is a very large heart-
lilce expansion which in the specimens studied is filled with a substance
probably the remains of the blood. In the posterior part of VIII this
swelling decreases rapidly and the dorsal vessel proper appears, lying
near the mid dorsal line of tne alimentary canal. Immediately anterior
to the third pair of septal glands there is another expansion of the
vessel, although not nearly so pronounced as the one at the origin of
tbsi vessel. This also soon becomes reduced to tbe usual diameter. The
greater part of the external surface of the vessel is covered by
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obloragodl oells.
The marked ohantfe in the diaiBeftr of the vessel In VIII is aooon-
panled by oariied obanglae in the walls of the vessel. In the anterior
part of VIII the vessel is thioic walled, the external surface is covered
with obloraiiog! oells, tbe inner surface has a number of oells projeot-
inig our radially into the lumen, and is of the usual diaaeter. Near
the middle of eighth somite there ooours a sudden change in which the
diameter increases greatly, the wall decreases in thickness to a mere
Beabran3;e, the ohloragog cell^ are lost, and tn© only cells which can
be identified in connection with the walls are the few oells whloh lie
flattened against or are contained within the extremely thin wall.
Nephridia.
The anteseptal part is small; the postseptal part is large, broad,
and somewhat pointed at the posterior extremity. The efferent duct
arises from the postseptal part near the septum and usually is about as
long as the former. The internal lumen is tortuous throughout its entire
\
length. The right nephridiuo on XIII/XIV is missing in ojia of the
preparations. This is probably due to the fact that that side of the
body is filled with developing egg masses thus produoi?fy a crowded
condition whion brought about the elimination of tne nephridium.
Speraiduoal funnel.
The speraiduoal funnel lies in the ventral part of XI with its
base in close proximity to Xl/XII. It l^^es close to the body wall and
parallel to the long axis of the body. It is about two and one third timee
longer than the diameter, the measurements being - length 0.192 mm..
• i
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diaoiatar 0.085 mm. The ap3riii duot is lon^, muob oontortod, and oonflnad
to XII.
Penial bulb.
This ori^aQ(Pi^. 68) la of tb« Lunbrlolllid typ? of atruoture. Ix.
lias in tha usual position in the ventral part of XII on a deep invag-
ination of the body wall. It is large in oompariaon to the size of the
body and is oonspiouous in seotiona. The body of the bulb is oooposed
of three kinds of cells. The first kind (ibo) forms a series in which
the cells are arranged in 3 radial fashion around the sperm duot
extension for its entira length. They are uniform in character and have
but a slight staining reaction. The nuclei lie at the bases of the oella
and are so regular in their distribution that they appear as a distinct
row in sections. The cells of the second kind(glp') occupy the dorsal
peripheral part of the bulb. They are in general fusifora) and arranged
in such a way that the oval nuclei appear somewhat scattered. The cells
are so placed that their long axes point towards the sperm duot extension.
They stain intensely and have the general appearance of gland cells.
The third series of oellsCglp) occupies the ventral ectal part of the
bulb, lying between the inner bulb cells(ibc) and the ventral periphery.
They are much larger than those of the other two kinds and their
boundaries are less strongly marked. Their contents as indicated by the
staining reaction are quite distinct from the other cells being less
dense and taking the stain sparingly. The point of entrance of the
sperm duot(sd) occurs at the ectal side of the bulb not far from the
innermost extent of the penial invagination. It penetrates the bulb and
meets the sperm duct extension( sde) at, a point about half way between
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tho dorsal periphery and the penlal pore(pp). The aparo duot axtanalon
ourvaa laterad and aeots tbe panial lnva^ination( pb) In the upper
half of Its length. The outioula whlob lines the Invagination is also
continued into the sperc duot extension as a lining. The bulb is
covered externally by a nusoulature (o) ^'hich is a continuation of tbe
circular ousole layer of the body wall. From the inner extreoity of the
penial invagination a Kusoular 8trand(Dr) extends diagonally dorsad and
unites with the muscle layer or the body wall a short distanoe away.
It will be noticed that the transition froro the clitellar cells to
the feulb cells is very abrupt and that this transitional region occurs
very close to the penial invagination both on the ventral and on the
lateral sides.
Ovaries,
The ovaries are itassive, extending dorsad around the digestive
tract. Sgg masses are present in the coelon and the type specimen seems
to be at the height of sexual maturity.
Spermathecae
A pair of these organs lie in V, The external opening of each is
laterad and in intersegmental groove IV/V where it is surrounded by a
rosette of glandsCPig. 56). The diameter of each organ is greatest near
the ectal opening and from thence entad the diameter is reduced and
becomes nearly uniform for the greater part of its entire length. The^e
is no well developed ampulla and spermatozoa are present along the
whole length of the lunen. The spermatheoa extends obliquely across the
coelom to the digestive tr«ot where it bends oaudad. In the anterior
*
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part of V 0aob 8p«roatbeoa oettB with the spermatheoa fron the opposite
side to fora • sincile ooamon lunen( Pig. 67} tbroutilb wbiob both cod-
Bunioate with the didleative traot. This oommunioation is not oid-
dorsad as is usually the oase but is latero-dorsad in position.
4, Genua LUWBRICILLUS Oersted.
The name Luirbrioillaa was first used by Oersted in 1B44 but was
not given a perinaneat plaoa in tne no(^olatare until 1900. ?*ieviou3 to
that tiae the old nana Paonydrilua of Olaparede vsas in conrron use tut
Miohaelsen finding that the naire Luirtrioi 1 1 ue antedated Pachydrilus
replaced the latter by Luir tricil 1 us T;hich is now coirmonly accepted by
most workers in Oligochaete.
The genus is defined by Mi cb ael sen ( ' GO
,
p. 78 ) as follows:-
"Kopfporus Ulein, zsischen Kopflappen und 1. Segic. Borsten
S-fflriiDig gebogen. Rfickenporen fehlen. Blut gelb bis rot. Das Rflcken-
gefSss entspringt postclitelliel and ceeitzt keinen Herzk<5rper. Pepto-
nephridien fehlen. Hoden aus einer Anzahl birnfSririger Teilstflcke
bestehend. Satrenlei t^jer lang. Sansent aschen ohne Divertikel. "
Eisen extends the above description by adding points concerning
the testes, nephridie, and penial bulb. His definition of the genus is
as follows:-
"Setae sigaoid, arranged in fan shaped -ascicles. Head pore ejDall,
situated between the prostotriun and the peristottiuin. Brain generally
deeply errarginated posteriorly. Ventral sex^glands around the ventral
ganglion generally present. Blood red or yellow. Dorsal vessel rises
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poaterior to the olitelluir. No oardiac gland. No peptonephr idle. Teetea
Bulti-lobed, each lote capped by a amall epera eac, Spertn ducts conr.-
paratively narrow. Penial bulb without inner muecular strandB, contain-
ing noirerous tflanda o^ various kinds, some of which tray open into the
basal part of the sperir duct. No atriuir and no eiende outside of the
penial bulb. Nephridia with entire posteeptel and with an anteseptal
which consists werely of the nephroetoire. "
It will be noted that the chief characters of distinction are the
absence of dorsal pores, peptonephridia, and oardiac gland, and the
presence of sigtroid setae and pluri-lobed testes.
That the presence of the ventral gl^d s fKopul ationsdrflsen "of
Michaeleen and Ude, " opalatory Glands" and "Outgrowths of the Nerve
Cords" of Eeddard, "Ventral Glands" of Eisen) is not diagnostic of the
j^enus is icade apparent by the fact tnat Southern (' 09 , p. 149 and 158)
found their in Marionina sesifusca Clap, and Enohytraeus lobatus Southern.
Stephensoxi,( ' 11, p. 52, 58, 62) found them in Enohytraeus nodosus Stephenson
and evidences of thenc in E. sabulosus Southern and in Friderioie
bulbosa Rosa. The presence of these glands is a feature of the genus
but evidently not a distinctive character.
It has been recently shown that there is a close relationship
between Luirbrioillue and Enchytraeus, St ephenson( • 11 ) has found inter-
Hiediate species which serve to bridge over the interval between the
two genera. He calls attention to the usual characters serving to
distinguish then, nairely -
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Luitbrioullue Enohy traeuB
( 1) Siilooi d eetae Straijght setae
(2) Penial bulb present Penial bulb absent
(S) Copulatory tflands present Copulatory glands absent
(4) Multilobed testes Undivided testes
He describes a new species froir the Clyde, Luinbricillue viridie,
which is typically Lunibr icil 1 i d in all respects with the exception that
the anterior part of the body has setae of the forff typical of the
i^enuB Enchytraeue while in the posterior part the setae show only a
very laint double curve. He also describes a new species froit the same
general locality, Snchytraeus nodosue, which is safely placed in that
genus but which shows the following Lumbricilll d affinities:- the
presence of ventral glands, a penial bulb, and in certain cases the
setae show an indication of a double curve. Again, Enchytraeue dubius,
a new species described froit the saice general locality has setae typical
of the rienus Snchytraeus but has ventral glands, a penial bulb( "although
it is bifid internally"), the testes are loted and resensble the lobed
condition in LuicbricilluB, It also has red tlood. It may also be added
that Enohytraeus albidus, a very typical species of that genus, has an
iitperfeot penial bulb surrounded, however, by other and sitaller aggrega-
tions of gland cells. All of this data is interesting in view of the
fact that heretofore these two genera have been regarded as standing
some distance apart and have been placed in different subfamilies. T'^'is
point will be disouesed at length in another connection.
Michael 8en( ' 00 ) placed seventeen species in this genus, one of
which he regards as sorcewhat doubtful. Later(*03) he added L.henuingi
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Ude to the llet aakintf a total of eighteen epeoiee. Of thie BBBemblage
of epeciee none had teen reported froir North Anerioa. Pecent inveetige-
tions have increased the number eo that at present thirty one epeciea,
three varieties, one doubtful epeoiee, and one doubtful variety are
referred to thie ienue. Of thie nurber six epeoiee and three varieties
have been deecribed from North Aierioa. They are ae follovse:-
Nane*
L* eantaeolarae Eisen
L* nerriasi Eisen
L» Berriair i var, elongatue Eisen
li, annulatuB Eisen
L. ritteri Eisen
L* franoiscanus Eisen
L. franoisoanue var. borealis Eisen
L. franoisoanue var, unalaeka Eisen
L. agilis Moore
Type Locality.
San Mateo Co. , Calif.
Metlakatla, Alaska.
Metlakatla, Alaska.
Metlakatla, Alaska, and
Oroa, Prince Williatt
Sound,
Farra^ut Bay, Alaska,
Santa Clara Biver, Calif.
St. Paul Island, Piibilof
Group, Alaska.
Unal aska,
Casco Pay, Me. to Vineyard
Sound, Maes.
KEY TO THE SPECIES OP THE GENUS LUMERICILLUS KNOWN TO OCCUR
IN NORTH AMERICA.
A. Speriratheca with crown of glands liirited to the ectal opening.
B. Sperirathecal duct distinctly set off from the attpulla;
ventral glands in XIV-XV; brain two and one half tiiree
longer than wide, posterior asargin deeply eirarginate - -
- - - L. santaeclarae Eisen.
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BB. Sperwathecal duct not dietinctly- eet off ^ '"oir the anpulla.
C. Ventral clande In XIII-XIV; brain one and one third
tines lontfer t'^n wide, posterior iBar^in elichtly
erarfiirate; mo'deratel y developed clitelluir on XiI-XIII,
inooHiplete on ventral eide ----- L. rutilus n. ep.
CC. Ventral jjlande in III-V; b«ain ellihtly lontfer than
wide, posterior margin antfular and distinctly enr ar iji n ate;
clitelluir thick and conspicuoue, coitpletely surrounding
XI-XII - -- -- -- -- -- -- -- - L. agilie Moore.'
AA. operoatheoa with clande covering the entire length of the duct.
B, Spericatheoa with a distinct rosette of inlands at the eotal
opening of the duct,
C. Spertcathecal aitpulle large, rounded, and distinctly
differentiated; ventral " el and e in XIII-XVII; olitellujr
on 1/2 XI-XIII ----------- L. ritteri Eisen
CC. Sperniatbecal airpulla sebII and inconspicuous.
D. Clitellutr on 1/2 XI-XIV; ventral glands in XIV-XVII, all
of uniforni size.
E. Airpulla sirall and conical, constituting about one
third of the whole spernr atheca; testes consisting
of 12-lE lobes - -- -- -- - L» nierriBiri Eisen.
EE. Aitpulla conical but larger in size^ constituting
approsiiratel y one half the length of the speriratheca;
testes with about 10 lobes - - - -
------- - L. iperrianii var. elongatus
Ei sen.
DD. Clitelluir on 1/2 XI-l/2 XIV; ventral glands in
XIV-XIX, Bitall ones in ITI-X - - L. annulatus Eisen.
PB. Spermatheca with no rosette of glands at the ectal opening
of the duct,
C. Setae of a bundle approxiirately of uniforn. size.
D. Ventral glands in XIV-XVI, woderate in size and not
divided'into lobes - - - - L. franciecanus Eisen.
DD. Ventral glands in XIII-XIV, large, not divided into
lobes - - - - L. franciecanus, var. unalaskae Eisen.
CC. Setae of a bundle not of uniform size; ventral glands in
XITI-XV, large, the two posterior ones divided into a
nuBiber of lobes - L. franciscanus var. borealie Eisen,
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LOirbrioillur rutilue n. sp.
Plate II, fige. 13-28.
Definition.
Length 16- It) »». Diaireter 0.44-0.68 wn<, Soiritee 41-49. Color red
with slight tinge of yello*. Proetoiriuiri Bather short and rounded. Head
pore on B/I. Dorsal pores atsent. Setae sieiroid; all of saire size and
approxiir.atel y of same length; in anterior 2/S to 8/4 of body t>-7 in
lateral bundles and 5-10(u8U8lly 6-7) in ventral bundles; 4-2 in
posterior part of body. Clitellum on XII-XIII; interrupted on »id
ventral surface. Brain about one and one half tiroes longer than wide;
anterior margin concave, posterior oargin distinctly emarginete, lateral
Bjargins diverge slightly caudad. peptonephridia lacking. Dorsal vessel
varies slightly in position of its origin, arising in XIIT-XIV.
Nephridia with large postseptal region and very saiall anteseptal part
which consists only of nephrostoae; efferent duct arises froff ventral
surface of posterior part of postseptal part. Spermiducal funnel
cylindrical, 4-6 tiroes longer than diameter, strongly bent at middle;
collar present, slightly reflected, slightly wavy in outline, and set
off from body of funnel by a slight constriction, iestee multilobed,
with about nine lobes on each side of body; each lobe capped by a
small sperro aac. Sperroatbeoae in V; without diverticula and each consist-*
ing of a well developed ampulla and a short duct; ampulla consisting of
an expanded, barrel-shaped, thiols walled middle region and a much
narrower ental region which is reflected oephalad before uniting with
digestive tract; duct not sharply set off from ampulla, is much shorter
-^than ampulla and surrounded by a well developed gland which shows a
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nuwbei of lobes arran<?ed In the forna of a rosette; eotel openini?
laterad and near IV/V, Internal opening on lateral well of difieetive
tract in poeferior part of V, Ventral filands in XIII and aIV, differ
Blifihtly in ehape in the two eonitee, surround ventral gan(2lia close-
ly on ventral, lateral, »nd part of dorsal surfaces leaving only
vedian dorsal line free.
Described froir 82 sexually irature speclirens. Many other speoimens
were examined in determining the external characters.
Cotypes in the collection of the writer. Several cotypee also in
the collection of Professor PranK Saeith.
The speciicens which are the i^asis of this description were collect-
ed June 22, 1911 by A. A. Girault. They were found in sprinkling filter
no. 5 of the Chicago Sewage Testing Station. They occurred in great
abundance in sludge which covered the line stone rocks which coispose
the filter bed, A coirplete description of the habitat of these worms
will be given in another part of the paper.
Affinities.
This forn) is easily separated iron the other known Airerican species
and the differences are so distinct end so numerous that it can scarcely
be said to have any close relatives aicong the ABserioan forns. When
oowpared with the foreign species of this genus it appears to reseirble
L. litoreue Hesse, L. subterraneous Vejd., L. lineatus Mflll.,
L. verrucosus Clap., and L. tenuis Ude. However there are a nuicfcer of
distinct differences in each case and furthernore the descriptions of
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the above naned epeoles are very brief and rake no referenoe to aone
oharactere which are now coneidered to be of use in separating speoiee*
When these deecriptione are nade more ooirplete it ie reasonable to
expect that other points of difference not yet known will be found,
EXTERNAL CHARACTERS.
The body ie soooth, slender, end cylindrical and tapers gradually
towards the two extremities. The length in alcoholic Bpeoiirens varied
frcB 9-14 mn» , the more comnion length being 10-12 bit. However studies
wade on the living speoiiT'ens showed that these figures are not an
accurate estimate of the length of mature specimens. This rorm has cer-
tain limits of elongation and contraction and a series of measurements
taken on the livin>. forms showed that the lengths indicated in the
alcoholic speoimens were too low, probably due to the effect of the
Hilling and fixing fltids. In the living specimens|the length varies
from 15-19 mm. These measurements were made on specimens which were not
in an extremely elongated or contracted condition. The diameter is
greatest in the region of the clitellum where, in alcoholic specimens,
it is 0.446-0.684 mm. The anterior 5-9 intersegmental grooves are very
distinct but the remaining ones are rather obscure. The number of
somites is variable but the limits of this variation are rather definite,
ly fixed. Counts in thirty five specimens showed this variation to be
40-49. The moderately developed clitellum is on XII-XIII and occurs only
on the dorsal and lateral surfaces of the worm. In alcoholic specimens
the body is opaque and light brown in color except on the clitellum
where it is much lighter. In the living animal the color is reddish
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with a slight tinge of jrellow. The proetotBluir le blunt, miooth end
rounded. The head poree Is small and located at O/l.
The Betae( b Ig. IS) are dietinotly slgirold and are arranged in fan-
shaped bundles. These bundles are disposed in four longitudinal rows,
two ventral and t»o lateral. In the ventral rows the number of setae
per bundle varies from 4-6, oooasionally 9 and in rare instances 10.
In the lateral rows the number varies from 4-7. In the last few comites
the number in both sets of rows varies from 4-2,
INTERNAL CHAPACTEBS.
Brain.
The brain( Fig. 20 ) lies in I and II. The length is about one and
one half times the width. The posterior margin is distinctly emarginate
while the anterior margin is concave. The lateral margins vary to some
extent, being in some cases nearly parallel, in others slightly diverg-
ent oaudad. Two pairs of supporting strands extend from the posterior
end of the brain to the body wall while from the anterior end a rather
strong muscle strand extends from the mid ventral region to the wall of
the prostomiuB.
Blood vascular system.
Since the blood in this species is colored end the vessels are
rather large and remain distended after death it is possible to follow
out the course of the chief vessels. Furthermore owing to the fact that
the inteigument of the body is semi-transparent and the blood vessels
stand out prominently it was possible to study the vascular system in
the living form and thus verify the observations made on the alcoholic
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material. The eyeten) ( Fx tf. 18) oonsiete of two principal longitudinal
vesBele, on» dorsal and ona ventral, and transveree veeeele which
oonnect them in the anterior retflon. The dorsal veseel arisee from the
perivisceral einue in UTII-XIV. An examination of twenty epeclBene
showed that the orifiin of this vessel is not constant in pftoition and
that it varies within the limits of XIII-XIV, In the icajority of cases
the origin is at XIII/XIV. At the intersegirental regions this vessel
shows constpiotions which are slight in its anterior part but distinct
in its posterior half. Distinct swellings are present in XI, XII and
XIII. ProiTi its origin the dorsal vessel extends cephalad, parallel and
dorsad to the digestive tract and throughout its course it naintains a
rather close relation to it. In T this vessel divides into two syBBsetri*—
al branches, one of which passes around to the right and the other
around the left side of the digestive tract. These branches extend to
the ventral side of the buccal cavity and each coires to lie parallel
to it thus foricing the right and the left ventral trunks. They extend
caudad into IV where they approach each other and unite forming a single
vessel which extends to the posterior reigion of the body. In III tnere
arises from e»oh of the ventrals vessels a branch which extends dorsad
to connect with the dorsal vessel at a corresponding position, thus
forming the first pair of transverse vessels. The second pair of trans-
verse vessels oooure in IV anterior to the point of union of the right
and left ventral trunks. The third pair arises from the ventral vessel
very near IV/V an^ iasmsaiately posterior to the point of union of the
right and the left ventral vessels and it unites with the dorsal vesselat
a corresponding point of union of the second pair of transverse vessels.
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The fourth pair oonneote the dorsal and the ventral trunke in V.
Nephridia,
The nephriclia( Pig. 16) are of th» usual Luicbrioillici type in which
the posteept el part is represented only t>y the nephrostoise, T'^e efferent
duot arises from the ventral surface of the posterior end of the
poBtseptal part and opens to the exterior in front of the ventral setae.
Testes,
The testes a^ e located in the usual position in XI and are nulti-
lobed. Bach lots is club shaped and its attachment tx the ventral
surface of X/XI is very slender. In this species there are approximately
8-10 of these lobes on each side of th9 digestive tract, all somewhat
similar in sixe and shape and radiating fan-wise froin the point of
coicjron attachoent, the anterior and posterior ones extending out into
the adjacent soiriteB. Each lote is capped by its own individual spero
sac. Th*' presence of these sperir sacs on the testes of Lumbrioll lus
was first reported by Eisen in 1900 and he also found that this condition
is not confined to Lumbrioillus since an exceptional case ot the saaie
ooours in Oonerodrilus ocoidentalis, the only species of that genus
which shows this peculiarity. The testes have been studied oy other
workers in a number of species of Lumbr ici llus and while they have been
found to differ froir each other to a limited extent, it has not been
practical to use these differences as specific characters.
Spermiducal funnel.
This organ(Fifi8. 14 and l6a) lies in the usual position in XI. The
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lentfth i« •bout 4-5 tiv^e the dlaiseter. Tn all of the epecisiens exeiBlned
the funnels are oylindrloal and ere etrontfly bent near the iriddle,
usually reflected upon themselveB. The collar at the anterior end of the
funnel is usually soBewhat wavy in outline and varies in shape beintf
BometiffeB slightly rejected and •ometiireB flaring. The duct extends
through XI/XX and after presentinC a few contortions extends directly
to the penial bulb.
Southern( 'Og.p. 149) olaiics that the spent, funnel in the tfenus
LuBbrioillus is "yery contractile" and "varies greatly" in its relative
proportions according to the amount of tension on it. He holds that
"specific deterninatione which rely on these two character s ( the funnel
and the ventral glands) nust be regarded with suspicion, especially
when preserved naterial is used". No evidence of such variation has
been found in L. rutilus, at least not enough to warrant a statenient as
strong as the above. It is quite doubtful if the sperroiducal funnel in
L. rutilus is "very contractile" since the structure is such as to
preolud^ conspicuous contractility. The nuecular tissue is reduced to
almost a minittun! and since the bulk of the organ is composed of long
closely set cells and the lumen is very fine it does not appear to be
reasonable to expect great contractility in the funnel of this species.
Penial bulb.
ThiB organ(Fig. 22) is rather simple in its structure and conforms
to the Lumbrioillid type. It is rather large as compared with the
diameter of the body, is approximately globular in shape, and is covered
with a musculature (m) which ie a reflection of the musculature of the
body wall. Both the circular and the longitudinal layers take part in
I
thiB Bueoular covering. The oiroul»r musolee lie in oontaot with the
gland cells of the bulb and are very »uoh reduced in thickneee, eo nuch
so that it iB difficult to denonetrate then with high powers. However
close exaiBlnation shows that there is a very thin layer present and in
transverse sections it is easy to distinguish the strands of muscle
fibers passing fro» the circular layer of the body wall to the periphery
of the bulb at two different regions, nanely, between the entrance of
the speric duot and the body wall, and th» periphery of the bulb and
and the ventral body wall. The longitudinal layer is well developed and
in transverse sections it shows the ssire structure as that of the body
wall the only difference being a reduction in thickness. The interior of
the bulb is filled with cells of but one Hind. These cells differ soae-
what in shape in the different parts of the bulb but in general they are
elongate, somewhat fusiform, and most of them are arranged radially
around th^' sperm duot extension (sde). The nuclei are located for the
most part in the peripheral ends of the cells. The peripheral part of
each cell stains deeply while the opposite part which is approximated
to the sperm duct extension stains lightly. At the ventral side of the
bulb the oell» serge gradually into the hypodermie (h) of the body wall.
The sperm duct (sd) meets the dorsal psrt of the bulb near the lateral
body wall. It unites with the bulb in such a way that the terminus of
the duot appears to be imbedded in the periphery of the bulb. The union
of the sperm duot with the sperm duct extension (sde) is not accompanied
by any kind of differentiation and it is a little difficult to determine
the exact junction of the two. The sperm duct extension (sde) is quite
spacious and is differentiated into three distinct parts, an inner, a
middle, and an outer region. The inner region constitutes about one
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half the lentfth of the sperrr duot exteneion and ejctende fro» the
junction or the latter with the eperiri duot to the middle region. It ie
approximately uniforit in diameter and etronjJly eignoid in ehepe. The
iddle region ie a dietinot bulbous swelling in the lumen of the sperm
duot extension in which the diaieters are about equal. The outer x egion
is that part »hioh lies between the aiddle region and the penial
invagination (pfe). It is funnel shaped, the greater diameter being at
the outer end. This last named region might be regarded as a part of
the
penial invagination but the examination of a number of specimens shows
that it is constant in shape in the retr&cted bulbs and since a slight
angularity, present at the junction of the invagination and this region,
seems to mark the boundary between the two it will be treated as a part
of the sperm duct extension. Since the union of the sperm duot with
the
bulb is slightly posterior the sperm duct extension follows a cephalo-
ventro- lateral course in reaching the exterior. The cutiouls (ou) of
the body wall is reflected inwards into the sperm duct extension and
lines it for its entire length.
Spernatheoa.
A pair of these or gans{ Fig. 16 ) is present in the usual position in
V and as in all of the previously described species they have no
diverticula. There is no well defined line of separation between the
duct and the ampollsi The ectel opening has a well developed crown
^land which shows a series of emar ginationa on the ental margin
giving
it th*. appearance of having about six lobes. When the epermatbeca
is
dissected out and mounted in toto it is observed that the gland is large
-enough to completely hide the spermathecal duct since the ental
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periphery of the filand extends to the eirpulla. The duct gradually mertfee
into the ampulla, a fusiform structure, oonstitutintf the tfreater part
of the saes of the eperiratheoa. The ental portion of the ampulla
gradually beoomee reduced in diameter formintf a ehort duot-lilie terminus
which has approximately the eame diameter and lentfth as the spermetheoal
duct. The ental part of the ampulla j^ends cephalad upon itself and
unites with the digestive traot. This union is lateral in position and is
exactly opposite the corresponding opening of the other spermatheca,
.
An examination of sexually immature specimens shows that the spermatheca
lacks the connection with the digestive tract, a fact which seems to
point to the conclusion that the ental part of the ampulla is the last
to be acquired by the developing spertetheca. The ectal opening of each
spermatheca is surrounded by a thickened region of the hypodermis.
The abundance of i'^eriel and its perfect histological condition
has made it possible to study in some detail the histology of the
spermatheca. A number of interesting structural features are present and
seem worthy of extended discueeion. The meager treatment of the structure
of sperroathecae in species of Lumbrioillus makes comparisons almost
impossible and gives no hint as to whether the condition in this species
is unique or common to the group*
The wall of the ampull a( Pi g. SS) is composed of three layers, the
enveloping peri toneum { p ) , the muscle layer(mcl), and the lining epithel-
ium (el). The peritoneum is of the usual type being merely a thin
membrane with scattered nuclei. The muscle layer is well developed and
consists of a single layer in which the component fibers extend around
the organ in a transverse direction thus forming a circular layer. It
is about equally developed in all parte of thff ampulla and in the
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region of the Junction with the inteetine paeeee over into the mueole
layers of the digestive tract. However it is very difficult to determine
the exact structure of this transitional region and the writer has not
been able to denonetrate with absolute certainty to which of the
»uB0l9 layers of the digestive tract it beooireB allied. It eeeirB to
pasB into the circular layer ae one would expect, and further evidence
in support of this conclusion will be given later when it will ce shown
that this Busole layer connects with the circular layer of the body wall.
The epithelial layer of the ampulla constitutes the greater part of the
Base of the organ. It is composed of tall columnar cells set closely
together and distinctly nucleated at the bases. In all parts of the
organ this layer is thick and especially so in the enlarged part
where
it forms a very thick heavy wall and the length of the component
cells
is many times longer than their diameters. This layer is one cell
thick throughout. In longitudinal sections of ^.he organ this
fact is
clear enough in the ental region where the ampulla connects
with the
digestive tract but in the swollen region where the layer has its
maximum thickness it appears at first sight to be composed of more
than^
layer since several rows of nuclei appear in the same section.
These
cells: are closely set and sections of the usual thickness include
parts
of from two to three superimposed layers thus giving the
appearance
referred to above.
The part of the spermatheoa extending from the ampulla to
the
external opening is really the duct but is not strikingly set off
from
the ampulla. It has a rather peculiar structure. The epithelial
layer
(el) which lines the ampulla is interrupted completely and
the wall of
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th* duot ie coBipoeed of ^ wo ninde of eleo-ents only, the »u8ole layer
(b), and the tfland oelle(eotf) of the large tfland which eurrounde that
region. Thie gland is coBpoeed exclusively of very long cells which
extend from the periphery to tre lumen of the duct. The nuclei are
situated in the peripheral ends. In a longitudinal eeotion of the
opertiatheoa these cells have the appearance of having their inner ends
out off by a band of iruBCle tiBeue(»s) thus separating the glandular
region into two parts, one lying between the lutren and the itusole band
and the other part lying on the other side of the Busole band. Thie
appearance is further eicphasieed by the fact that the tissue outside of
the Busole band stains readily while that between the muscle band and
the' lumen does not take the stain at all. In reality these apparent
regions are not distinct but the gland cells are continuous from the
periphery of the gland to the lumen and are not interrupted by the
muscle band as will be shown in the following paragraph.
The muscle elements in the spermatheoal duot exhibit an interesting
peculiarity in arrangement and derivation. At the ectal end of the
ampulla the well developed circular muscle layer instead of continuing
over the duot unchanged becomes converted into a series of muscle
bande(ms) ».bich extend at right angles to the direction taken by the
fibers of the same layer on the ampulla. These bands do not form a
continuous layer but occur at intervals thus forming a cylinder of
muscle bands each of which is separated from the neighboring ones by
spaces through which extend the prolongations of the gland cells to
meet the lumen. These muscle bands continue through to the external
hypodermis and become allied to the circular muscle layer of the body

wBll. Baoh bond appears to be coippoeed of two siailar parte oloeely
afproxiiated and in all ^ases trie double condition of the bands Beeme
to be constant.
The peritoneuB* (p) continues over the gland as an envelope. The
external cutioula (ou) is reflected into the lumen of the sperniatheoa
but only for a short distance.
Ventral glands.
The peculiar and probleiratic organs which have been given several
naiDes( Kopulationdrflee*" of Miohaelsen and Ude, "Copuletory Glands"
and "Outgrowths oi tne Central nerve cord" of Eeddard, "Ventral
Glands" of Eisen) are present in speciuiens of this species. They are
moderately developed<Pig. 17) and are closely and uniforntly associated
with the ventral nerve cord in XIII and XIV. They almost completely
surround the ventral ganglia leaving only a small free space on the
dorsal median line of the nerve trunk. In transverse sectionCPifi. 19
and 21) they appear to be made up of a mass of distinctly nucleated
spindle-shaped gland cells which lie parallel to each other end extend
ventrad. They do not have the; lateral wing-like deirelopments which are
present in some species but are compact and bulbous in appearance.
Each penetrates the body wall in the mid ventral region immediately
under the nerve cord, thus opening to the exterior. In the majority of
the specimens examined these glands are not bilaterally symmetrical but
one side is more strikingly developed than the other giving the whole
«
the appearance of being turned over to one side. In all of the
specimens
examined the increased growth occurred on the same side for both glands
-of the same specimen but in some individuals it was found on the left
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8ide whil« in others It is on the riiJht side. The two jjlende differ but
little in siee but there is » difference in the ehape. The ental ends
of the one in XIII extend above the level of the ventral flan.lion
fornintf a mid dorsal fossa t*hile the ental ends of the jjland in XIV
do not extend above the level of the ventral fiantflion and a foeea io
not foraed.
It appears that in the past undue stress may have been placed on
the importance of the ventral glands as a specific character in the
genus Lumbricillus and also in Marionina. Southern( '09, p. 149 ) has found
great variation in theic. "In 8o»e cases individuals have shown well
developed glands while in others froK the saire locality they were either
small, absent, or in different segicentB". DitlevBen{ '04, p. 48S) also
I
throws doubt on the value of this character in the separation of species, j
No evidence of variation has been observed in the ventral glands
of Lumbricillus rutilus. In every specimen of the long seriee exaicined
they occurred uniformly in XIII and XIV and in all cases showed practical--
ly fthe same degree of developitent. The only variable feature is the one
referred to above, namely, the ooourrenoe of the increased ^rowth on
one side of the glands on the right side in some specimens and on the
left side in others.
5. Genus PRIDERICIA Mchlsn.
Friderioia is a well defined genus separated from the other genera
by the following important characters:- (1) the presence of dorsal
pores; and (2) the development and arrangement of the setae. They are

produced in ©aoh bundle two »t a ti»e, th»^ outer pair oonai tituting
the old#8t and larjjeet ones. The next pair lies iomedlatel y within the
oldest and these in turn include etill younger ones in the saice
aanner. The group thus forced ia fan-ehaped with a pair of outer large
setae and gradating pairs between. SoBietittee an old seta say fall out
thus destroying the syicnietry and frequently but one or two fully foroed
setae nay be present in a bundle.
Miohael8en( '00, p. 94) defines the genue as follows:-
Borsten in 4 Bflndeln, gerade, zu 2 i» Bflndel und dann gleich lang
Oder 2u aehreren und dann die inneren des Bflndels mehr oder weniger
regelitissig paarweiee ind stufenweise kleiner als die Sussern.
Rliokenporen sit Versohlueszellen nieiet voir 7., eelten vow 6 Se^ns. an
vorhanden; Kopfporus ireist llein, dorsal zwischen Kopflappen und 1.
Segm. Lymphkflrper von zweierlie Geetalt. peptonephridien etets vorhanden.
Der Oescphague gehts allffiShlich in den Mitteldarn) ilber. Das BQctcengef &B8
entspringft oeist poetclitellial ; Elut farblos. Nephridien aeeis* nit
grosseiB Anteeeptale, in dein der Wliwwer tianal echon Windung beschreibt,
Sanenleiter lang. Samentaechen aieist nit dem Darin koMuni zierend,
enfach oder ait Divert itieln*.
Priderioia is the largest genue of the family Enohy traei dae. In
1900 Miohaeleen allowed twenty one species and since that date the
number has increased considerably so that at present there are about
ninety species referred to this genus. It^ appears that at least three
of the species included in this nuober are doubtful. Of this large
assemblage of speclee sixteen have been described froB Worth Aserioa
although Miohaeleen olaime that one of their, P. parva Moore, is a

eynonyap of F. bulboea Roea. he
Name
F. alba Moore
F. atfrioola Voore
F. longa Moore
F. paxva Moor©( bulbosa Poea ?)
F. agilie Smith
F. firaa Welch
F. tenera Welch
F. harriirani Eieen
F. fucbsl Eisen
F, johnsoni Eisen
F. santaerosae Eieen
F. santaebarbarae Eieen
F. waogregori Eieen
F. oalifornica Eisen
F. sonorae Eisen
F» popofiana Eisen
North American epeciee are:-
Type Looallty
Philadelphia, Pa.
Philadelphia, Pa.
Philadelphia, Pa.
Philadelphia, Pa.
Havana, 111*
urban a, 111.
Urbana, 111.
Mountain View, Calif.
Santa Cfuz Mts. , near Boulder Creek.
Santa Barbara, Calif.
Santa Rosa, Sonoma Co. Calif.
Santa Barbara, Calif.
Napa Co. Calif.
San Francisco, Calif.
Sonora, Mexico.
Popof Island, Alaska.
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KEY TO THE SPECIES OF THE GENUS PRIDFPTCIA KNOWN TO OCCUR IN
NORiH AMERICA.
A. Speraatheoae without diverticula.
Posterior inarein of brain convex.
C. Spermatheoae do not connect with the digeetive tract - -^ « _ - Bonorae Eieen.
CC. Speriratheoae connect with the difieetiv* tract,
D. Peptonephridia sistple and unbranched; brain about
twice as long as wide -------- F. sima n. ep.
DD. Peptonephridia with four to six branches projecting „^
front a ooB-non base; brain almost! circular - P. fuohsi Bieen.
BE. Posterior margin of brain truncate or ooncave,
C. Peptonephridia siinple and unbranched - - ^'/^P??^® Moore.
^ ^ (bulbosa Rosa)
CC. Peptonephridia with distinct branches.
D. Length over 10 »». ; sontites over 50; dorsal pores
begin on VI; dorsal vessel arises in XXTI - - -
^
_«--^_p. alba Moore.
DD. Length under 10 win.; soinites not more than 50;
dorsal pores begin on VII.
E. Dorsal veeeel arises in XIV; peptonephridia short,
each with at least two branches; brain deltiod,
Dosterior margin almost straight, anterior margin
conical F. harrimani Eisen.
EE. Dorsal vessel arises in XIII; peptonephridia thick
and compact, with the free end frayed; brain with
posterior margin slightly concave, anterior margin
convex -------------P. Johnsoni Eisen.
AA. Spermathecae with diverticula.
B, Spermathecae each with two diverticula.
C. Brpin circular - - -F. sentaerosae^Eisen,
1. Spermathecae as a rule with only two large diverticula as the Hey
indicates but in one specimen Eisen found that the large diverticulum
on one side was replaced by three smaller ones.
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CC. Brain dietinotly lontfer than broad.
D. Spermathecal diverticula eub-oyl indrioal ; noglands at the eotal opening or the duct.
E. Length 20-26 mm*', BomiteB 65; antoeeptal part
of nephridia ovate, oosteeptal part slender,
with a dorsal lobe about same size as
anteseptal part - ------ p. agrioola^ Moore.
EE. Length 10-12 trm. : somitee about 55; nephridialarge, anteseptal part lartfe and swollen andfilled with opaque granules
-P. santaebarbar ae
Eieen.
DD. Speraiathecal diverticula finger-like and pendant;
two glands at the ect^l opening of spernathecalduct -----------p. popofiana Eisen.
BP. Spernaathecae with wore than two diverticula.
C. Poptonephridia sisple and unbranched.
D. Brain two thirds as ^5*^^ as i'r^^ei d
,
posterior aargin
convex; unicellular glands at the eotal opening ofthe spermatheoal duot; length 25-SO bb.
somites 60-69 ^ p. longa Moore.
DD. Brain one and two thirds tiir;ee longer than broad.angular^ posterior jrargin truncate;" no glands at the
p^ifia^Pf^ °^ spermatheoal duot; "length xl-20 am.;eoiPites 40-55 P. douglasensis n. sp.
CO. Peptonephridia with distinct branches.
D. Two setae in a bundle, rarely 8 or 4; nephridialduct arises frosi caudal end of postseptalpart P. egilie Smith.
A?,!^*^ ^1^1^°^^^^^^^^J°^^ ®^ ^^^^ bundle; nephridialduct arises from anterior end of the postseptal part.
E. Anterior margin of brain conoave.
P. Length 24-28 mm, ; eoBites 62-67; epericatheoae
with 8-4 diverticula; no glands at the eotal
opening of the spericatheoal duot - p. firna Welch.
PP. Length 9-17 mm.; somites 56-59; spermatbeoae
with 7 diverticula; glands at the ectal openingof spermathecal duct P. tenera Welch.
?n«T.»f+^f««^'^ this speoies has the terminal portion of the
fS^ J^^i^!^**^®'' a Short distance from the mouth glandularly thickened
SSos- SoSJe °
outgrowths alternattng with the accessory '
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2E. Anterior irarfiir of the brain convex,
F. Branches of the peptonephridia arise from a
GOBBOn base; lenigth 6 bb. - F. aaof^regori Eieen.
FF. Pranohee of the peptonephridia arl(§/@i
dendriticall ; ana not from a ooDson base.
len(!th over 8 bb.
G. Dorsal veeeel arises in XX oooneensis n. sp
3o. Dorsal vessel arises in XVI - -
- - F. oalifornioa Eisen.
Friderioia doutflasensis n. ep.
Plate III, figs. 24-33.
Definition.
Length 11-20 wm. Diameter 0,48-0,64 mni. SoBites 43-55. Color
white. prostoBiuB short, blunt, slightly angular at tip. Head pore on
O/l. Dorsal pores begin on VII. Setae 3-6 per bundle in ventral rows
and 8-6 in lateral rows in anterior part of body; 3-6 in the Biddle
region, and 3-2 in posterior region. ClitelluB on l/S XI - 1/S XIII.
LyBphooytes elliptical. Prain about one and two thirds timee longer than
wide; anterior aargin oonoave, posterior margin truncate, lateral
margins diverge oaudad. Peptonephridia large, tubular, slightly
tuberoulate, unbranched. Dorsal vessel arises in XX. Nephridia with
anteseptal and postseptal parts about sase size; efferent duct arises
froB Biddle of latter. SperBlducal funnel well developed; length about
one and one half tiaes dianeter; collar distinctly set off from body of
funnel by constriction; Bargin of collar not reflected, Spern duct
'Shorter than in Bost species and with few contortions. SperKathecae with
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duot, »«pullft and dlvertioul*; »apulltt funnel-ehaped, with 7-11
globular, unequal, irregularly diapoaed diverticula; no glanda at eotal
opening of duot; each avpulla with independent connection with
didestive tract.
Deeoribed froB 16 aexuall^ nature speolicens. Many nore were
exaitined in estinatiiii} the external ofaaractera. Cotypea in the
oolleotioD of the writer. Cotypee also in the collection of Profeaeor
Frank Smith.
The apeoiBene on which this description is based were collected in
a deciduous forest near the north shore of Douiilas Lake, (tficbigan,
July 14, 1911. They were found in considerable abundance under chips,
pieces of bark and other debris at the base of a large fallen tree
where there was considerable moisture present. The majority of the
specimens were sexually mature.
Affinities,
fbis species belongs to the group having hove than two diverticula
on th» spermathecB. It appears to have no close relatives among the
foreign species. It is also distinct fron» the other American species
and apparently approaches none of them unless it be F. longa Moore and
unfortunately the description of that species is inadequate thus making
the establishment of relationships uncertain.
£STAIL|P.^QB?gO£;OGY.
EXTERNAL CHARACTERS.
The body is slender and has a length of 11-20 mir. In transverse
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eotion th« outllns of the body la oiroul»r and !• greatest in the
region of the olitelluB|«here the diaseter is 0.46-0.54 od. The living
•peolBene are opaque and whitieh in color. The intereegrent al grooves
•re obeoure for alnoet the entire length of the body; only the first
two or three are at all dietinot. In nearly all of the speoisens examined
the first inter segBental groove is deeply narlsed. The number of sonites
is variable, the extreses in a oount of" nine speoinens being 48 and 66.
The prostoDiuD is short and soneiihat angular at the extreoity. The
degree of this angularity is someivhat variable although all of the
speoisens show it to soiee extent. The clitelluin is noderately devel/^ped
and is situated on l/fi XI-1/2 XIII.
The number of setae p*ir bundle varies in the different regions of
the body and to a lisited extent in the different rows. In general there
are £-6 per bundle in the ventral rows in the anterior regiopCaiore often
6 or 6), and 8-5 in the laterl rows; 8-6 per bundle in middle region in
both sets of rows; and S-2 in the posterior region. Aside froE a
decided benfl at the proxinal end(Fig. 29) each seta is straight.
INTERKiL CHABACTEPS.
Brain.
Thie orgen(Pig. 80 ) lies in I and IT, chiefly in the latter. The
anterior margin is concave while the posterior margin is distinctly
truncated. The lateral margins diverge caudad for about two thirds of
their length. Figure £0 shows the characteriBtio shape of this organ.
In transverse sections it is broadly elliptical in outline. The anterior
part gives rise to two nerve trunlcs which form the oircumoeeopbageal

ooBaieeuraB. The entire organ ie surrounded by a well developed
neurlleeaa whiob ie eoBewhat thickened between the roota of the con-
Bieeural trunKe. T«o sets of supporting strands attaob the posterior
region to the body wall.
Peptonepbrldia.
There is a pair of these organs ventrad to the digestive traot, one
on the right and one on the left, taoh opens separately into the
oesophagus in a 1 atero- ventral position in IV. There is some variation
as to the exaot place of opening* eome speciiene showing it isear the
iddle of IV while in others it is in the posterior part. However in
all oases the opening is in IV. These or gan8( Fig. 82) are long and
unbranohed. They ressnble the pep tonephri di a in Pridericia oconeensis
in general appearance but are not quite so long, are larger in trans-
verse section:, and the tuberculate appearance is not so pronounced,
they are tubular
,
with but a single lunen which is large in ooeparison
to the size of the organ. Iiccediately beyond the union with the digestive
tract each pep tonephri dius turns abruptly caudad and extends parallel
to it. The length varies soaewhat in the various specimens. In some
oases they extend into VI but in otners only into V, Sometiaea the
ternsinal parts extend around the alitnentapy canal and end dorsad to it.
One of tbs specimens examined showed a peculiar condition in which one
of the organs, about aidway of its lengtn, gave riee to a single long
well developed branch which extended cephalad and terminated anterior
to the opening of the peptonephridium. The structure of this branch is
identical with that of the main trun^. This is probably an accidental
concli'^ioi^ since it occurs onl$i in one specisen and only on one side.
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Chylua 09ll3.
The ohylua oell region occupies XV-XVIIT in all of tno apeoimona
examinad exoapt one in whiob a few ofaylue oelle appear in the posHerior
part of XIV. Cells of two icinda are preaentf Fig. ba) , tbe obylua cells
(oh), »nd the epithelial oells(epc). Thsv chylus cells form a continuous
layer. They are fl ask- shaped, the broader ends being eotal. The base
of each is nore or less truncate and the sides oon»er;39 gradually entad.
The apical half ot Tihe intracellular canal(icc) is straight but the
basal half is somewhat spiral in shape and appears sigmoid in section.
This intracellular canal is lined by a -relatively thicii specialized
layer of eytoplasui ( cyl ) which is everywhere uniform in thickness and
structure. The canal is -iliated for the greater part of its length.
The blood sinus (bs) sowes into contact with little more than the basal
end of each chylus cell. The epithelial cellsfepo) are long and
tru»pet-3haped, the broad end being ental. Their eotal ends are insert-
ed between the apices of the ohylus cells. In longitudinal sections
usually but one epithelial cell appears between each ohylus cell and
its neighbor. The entai surface of the epithelial cells is ciliated.
Interstitial cells are absent. Tnere appears to be a distinct difference
in the structure of the chylus cells and the epithelial cells as
indicated by the staining reaction. In the foraer the cytoplasm appears
to be somewhat granular while the cytoplasm of the epithelial cells
is more homogeneous and mors dense.
The general character of these chylus uells is confirmatory of
Sisen's conciusion that the loea^ion^ shape, and size of such cells
offer specific differences. The characters of the ohylus cells in this
I
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spaoias ara dlatinot from tbosa of othar apaoias ao far as th9 / ara
tcnoNn*
Vaaoular ayatam.
Tba blood vassals in th9 spaolicana of this spaoiaa raoain battar
distancledl than in tha othars axaolnad maning it pobslbla to follow
them and to atudy tha 0Qi#f vassals. The system ( Pig. 84 ) consists of
the usual dorsal longitudinal ve3s©l(bvd), the ventral vessel (bvv),
and transverse vessels whioh oonnaot theis forming loops around the
anterior part of the digestiva tract. The dorsal vessel arises from
tha p(5/9|i visceral blood sinus in XX. It shows distinct swellinga in each
of the somites posterior to the olitellum. From its origin it extends
oephalad, parallel, and dorsad to tne digestive tract with which it
maintiains a. more or less close relation throughout its course. In the
anterior it li«s between the brain and the buccal cavity and is much
reduced in diameter so that it requires high magnifioation to follow
it. At a point immediately under tha anterior part of the brain it
divides into two trunks, one passing to the right and the other to the
left of the digestive tract, both extending to the ventral side of the
buccal cavity where they lie parallel to it. They extend caudad to the
anterior part of IV where they approach each other and unite near
IV/V to form the single ventral trunk. Near the middle of III a trans-
versa vessel extends dorsad from each ventral vessel and unites witn
the dorsal vessel near the posterior part of III. In the anterior part
of IV similar transverse cessela connect the ventral vessels with the
dorsal trunk. No transverse vessels occur in II,
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Nephi'ldia.
The antaseptal part ( 71 12, 27 ) la of about the same size as tne
poetseptal although tbaxe is a aii^nt vaiiatlon, the latter belni^l sone-
tines a little larfier than the former. The efferent duot arlsea from
the mid ventral surfaoe of the poateeptal part about midway of its
length and opens externally Just anterior to the ventral aetae bundles
of the sam? sonite. ihe lunen is very tortuous throughout its entire
oourse.
Spermiduoal funnel.
This organfFig. 28) lies in the usual position in XI with its base
olose to tns ventral surfaoe of X/XI. The lengtn is about one and one
half times greater than the dianseter. It is slightly bent and in the
majority of the specimens examined it was bent in such a way that the
anterior end was directed dorsad or laterad. The collar is distiootly
set off from the body of the funnel by a oonatriotion. Its diameter is
about one half that of the funnel. The tree icargin is not ref^^filoted but
projects funnel-wise towards the developing speroi mass.
The sp^rm duot is confined to XII and seems to be much shorter than
is usual in other species. Instead of the mass of convolutions in XII
there la: at moat only three or four ooils and from these the duct
extends directly t-o the penial bulb.
Penial bulb.
In structure the penial bulb(Fig, Si) conforms to the Lumbrioillid
type as defined by Bisen, It is well devel^sped and is a conspicuous
organ in transverse sections of the body through XII. It is completely
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invested bjr ct strong .i.u80 ul atur e nhloh ultimately oonneots wita the
ausole la^er of tne body nail. Wben th« bulb is oonpletely r«traoted
the penial invadlination( pb ) ia lar£[e, having a deptn equal to tne l«nfl>th
of the bulb. The sperni duotCsd) toeets th9 bulb on the dorsal-eotal
surfaoe and penetrates it for a sha^t distance, Witain the bulb it is
replaced by the spera duct extension (sde) whioh, curving boldly
Istsrmd , extends to the penial invagination, opening into the latter
about aid way of its length. The external cutioula lines the penial
invagination and also extends into the speric duct extension as a lining.
The bulb is ooap.osed of two groups of cells, ^ns t^roup occupies the
dorsal part of the organ and is oosnposed of cells which occur near the
periphery but send long prolongations to the eperm duct extension. The
second group of cells oc upies tihe ventral part of the bulb and opens
only onto tna surfaoe of the penial invagination. In nearly all of the
preparations studied in this connection it was not difficult t.o determine
the line of separation between these two groups of cells owing to the
fact that they tend to separate and produce a distinct split in the
bulb at that plaoe.
All of the preparations examined showed a few nuclei scattered
among the extensions of the dorsal oells at a position about half way
between the periphery an^^ the spera duct extension. Tbis recalls the
condition in F. firma, agilis, agrioola and others in which there is
another group of oells between the sperm duct extension and the peripheral
doraal oells which is conspicuous in sections because of the arrangetcent
of numerous sioilar nuclei in a definite row. Critical ami nation of
this bulb has failed to reveal a third definite group of oells in that
region. High magnification shows that the scattering nuclei represent
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only oooaelonal oella interpolator bdtween tno extanalone of the otnor
oells. It ia poesibla that the atruotare of tnla bulb represents a
tranaition between the type represented by F, firnca and that represented
by ^. tenera.
Speroatheoae.
A rathei eurpriaing variation exists in these organs in the differ-
ent apeoioens. In or'aer to be sure of aexual maturity eaob spermatheoa
was exaninad oarefally for gpsrsQatozoa, their presence beinjg taken as
evidenoa taat the speoimen was sexually aature. The number of diverticula
(Pitf.25) varies froic about 7-11. They are of unequal size on the same
spermathaoa and their number may vary in the nDetcbers of the same pair.
They are more or leas spherical in shape and the cavity of each has a
wide ooannunioation with the lumen of the ampulla. In some casea the
divertxoula are quite distinct. Sometioees they are obscured so that at
first sight the speriBatheoae appear to be devoid of them, but closer
observations shows that they are uniformly present. The ampulla is pear-
shaped and connects with the digestive tract. There is considerable
variation in the position of this connection. In some specimens it ia
very near the mid dorsal line and the ental ends of the two ampullae
lie so closely together that only very close examination of sections
reveals the fact that they enter separately. In other specimens the
two ampullae unite witn tne digestive tract laterally, one exactly
opposite the other. Furthermore there is some variation in the way in
wiliich they approach the digestive tract. Both ampullae may approach
symmetrically, or the ampulla on one side may curve dorsad and unite
iiith the digestive tract near the mid dorsal line while the other extends
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dirsotly to the mid lateral surfaoo and unit'^s with that point. The
8perm4t heoal duot ia straight and devoid of ^lan^s.
Prideriola oooneensia n. ep.
plate IV, fl.^a. 34-41.
Definition,
I,en|th 13-17 wm» Diameter 0,34-0.43 mm. Somites 44-60, Color
whitish. ProatomiuTn blunt and rounded, Eead pore at 0/I» Doraal porea
b««|in on VII. Setae of unequal length, inner ones finer and ahorter;
alaoat atraight except for a diatinot Bend at the proximal end; 4-6
per bundle for alaioat the entire length of the body, soraetlaea aa many
8 per bundle? 4-1 per bundle in the last few somites. Clitellum on XII-
XIII. Lymphocytes numerous, elliptical to circular* in outline. Brain
about twice aa long aa wide; posterior margin diatirctly convex; anterior
margin slightly convex; lateral margins diverge caudad. Pept onephr idia
long,. tuberculate„ with but few branches arising irregularly along the
main part of each organ, Doraal vessel arises in XX. Nephridia with
antaaeptal and postseptal parts of about aame size; efferent duct arises
from anterior part of latter near septum, Spermiduoal funnel with length
about twice that of diameter, cylindrical; bent ne(r/i^ posterior end,
with well marked funnel-shaped collar; duct long, Kuch contorted and
confined to XII. Spermatheoae each with pear-shaped ampulla which
oonnsota with digeative tract and which bears a circle of aeven diverticuii
la; duct about twice as long as ampulla; eotal end with a few small
unicellular glands.
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Desoribed froir six sexually mature speoimena. Cotypea in the colleo-
tion of the writer. Cotypea also in the oolleotion of ppoPeaaor Prank
Snit h.
The speoiirena which are the baaia of this deaoription were colleoted
near Ooonee, Illinoia, November 5, 1910. They occurred rather abundant-
ly under the deoayin^[ bark of fallen timber. Of the total number of
speoiHiena taken only about oneihalf were sexually mature.
Af f initiea.
The character of the spermatheoae placea thia apeoies in the group
having more than two diverticula on the aperirat heoa. A careful comparison
of the oharaotera of thia speoiea with the correaponding onea of the
other species in thia group showa that it is a distinct form.. Difficulty
is encountered in such a compariaon with some of the foreign species
since the descriptions are so brief that the relationships cannot, with
any degree of aoouraoy, be determined. Eowever no foreign species appear
to be closely related to this form. As regards the American species
of this group there is only one species which might be regarded as a
near relative, namely Friderioia tenera Welch, and disregarding minor
differences, the characters of the br«ain and the peptone phridia are
sufficient to distinguish the two species.
DETAILSD .MORPHOLOGY^
EXTERNAL CHARAOTRRS.
The body is slender and ha^ a length of 13-17 mm. In transverse section

it ia oiroulap and has in the ros^lon of the olltellura a maximtim diameter
of 0. 34-0.43 mm. In the living epetsimeno the body ia opaque and whitiah
in appearance. The proatomium ia blunt, rounded and rather short. The
interae^mantal grooves, excluding tha first three or four, are very
obsoure. The number of somites is variable, the extremes bein^ 44 and
60. The head pore is small and located at O/I. The clitellum ia well
developed and oooupies XX-XIII.
The setae bundles usually contain 4-6 setae. Sometimes the number
is as high as £ but this happens rar^/^Vy. In the last four or five
somites tha number varies from 4 to 1. The setae are simple and straight
except for the distinct bend at the proximal end. They are of different
lengths in a bundle, the outer ones being longer and stouter, the inner
ones shorter and more slender.
The head pore is on O/I. In ona of t h3 preparations thd lymphocytes
which are abundant in the anterior part of the body were passing out
through this opening at the time of fixation. This seems to corroborate
the statement of Coe'not ( ' 97, p. 90 ) that the coelomic fluids are often
exuded through the "dorsal pores" when the animal comes in contact
with some irritating substance and it is possible that in this instance
the oT)loretone was the irritating substance.
The cutioula is thick, firm, and approximately uniform in thickness
throughout the length of the body. In the first few somites the
hypodermis is about two to two and one half times thicker than the
cutioula but throughout the greater part of the body the latter has about
the same thickness as the former and is sometimes even slightly thicker.
The presence of the thick cutioula in these specimens evidently
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suppopta that Vejdovsky makes ( ' 79, p. 11 ) , namely, that those speoias
living in oomparat ivel y dry looalitiea are characterized by a thlok
outioula. The speoimena of this spooiea were found under the decaying
bark of fallen timber and while the deoaying wood in whioh they lived
was somewhat damp, yet the percentage of moisture was low.
INTSRNAti CHARACTERS.
Brain,
This or^an(Pi4. 34) oooupies a median dorsal position in I and TI,
chiefly in the latter. Both anterior and posterior margins are convex,
the lateral margins converge oephalad. The averageaof a number of measure-j-
nent8|show that it is about twice as long as wide. These two dimensions
differ somewhat in the different specimens but the ratio is nearly
uniform. One set of measurements which is fairly representative is as
follows : -lengt h 0.153 mm., width 0.085 mm. A distinct neurilemma
encloses the organ and is slightly thickened on the posterior margin.
Two pairs of supporting strands attach the organ to the body wall, one
arising near the mid lateral part and the other from a latero-post erior
position. In transverse section the brain is almost circular.. The
anterior part gives rise to the usual nerve trunks and at a short distance
anterior to their origin each divides into two parts on3 of whioh extends
into the prostomium while the other extends around the digestive tract
as on« of the c iroumoesophageal oommissurea.
Peptonephr idia.
Two of these organs (Pig. 38) lie ventrad to the digestive tract, one
on either side of the median line. Each opens independently into the
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into th© oeaopha^us In a latsro-ventral position In ths posterior part
of TV. Thers ie some variation in length. In soma speoiniana they extend
to VII and in others only to VI. However the general atruoture is the
aame. Eaoh or^an immediately subsequent to its opening extends oaxjdad
parallel to the digestive tract. Eaoh gradually diminishes in diaaeter
towards the terminus. Eaoh is roug^y tuboroulate in appearance and
5ive3 off short single tubular branches at irregular intervals. The
branching is iruch more marked at the extreme posterior end although
even there it is sparse. Anteriorly the branches are given off only
at wide intervals, are short, and show no secondary branching,
Chylus cells.
Chylus cells occur in 1/2 XIV - XVIII^ As in certain other species
of Priderioia previously described the epithelial layer of the intestinal
wall in this region(Pig8. 35 and 39) is composed of two distinct kinds
of cells, th3 epithelial cell8(epc) which lin3 the lumen of thne intestine
and the chylus oells(ch) which lie deeper in the iTiteatinal wall and
meet the lumen only at points between the former. The epithelial cells
are wedge-shaped, the larger ends being entad. In sections the smaller
ends appear inserted between the apices of the chylus cells either
singly or In groups of two, usually the latter. Each epithelial cells
contains a large elliptical nuoleus{nu) in the ental end and the surface
bordering onto the intestinal lumen has numerous long cilia. The eotal
end Is in contact with the perivisceral blood sinuaibs). Eaoh chylus
cell is flask-shaped, the broader end being ectad, and is about three
times as long as broad. The base is broad and somewhat truncate, the
Rpex rather pointed and exposing little surface to the lumen of the
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intastine, and the siiiea of the oell oonv^r^e entad. The intraooHulap
oanal(ioo) extends the full length of the oell. Its apioal half ia
8trai.|ht or nearly so but the baaal part often ahowa two diatinot spiral
turns. The lining of this oanal appears to be little more than a mere
bounding membrane. The apical half of the intracellular oanal only ia
oiliated. The relation to the perivisceral blood sinua ia intimate. As
shown in figures 35 and 39 the surface of the base and frotr one half to
two thirds the length of the sides are in oontafti with the sinua. A
diatinot spherical nucleus lies in the base of each oell, usually in one
of the broad angles made by the curves of the intracellular oanal.
Interstitial cells are absent.
The oharaoters of the. ohylus cells are uniform and help to confirm
Sisen's conclusion that they have taxonomic value. A comparison with
other species in which the chylus cells have been worked out shows that
none approach closely to the condition described above.
Mephridla.
The nephridia are rather large and conspicuous. The anteseptal part
(Pig. 36) is approximately as large as the poatseptal part. The first
pair appears on VI/VTI. The efferent duct arises from the poatseptal
part a short distance fro?? the septum and opens exteriorly just anterior
to the ventral setae bundles. The lumen is very tortuous throughout its
entire length.
Spermiduoal funnel.
The spermiduoal funnel(Pig. 40) is cylindrical. The posterior end
diminishes uniformly to the diameter of the sperir duot which arises from
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it. The antorioi* end is ohar* jiotepizod by a well marked, protruding ,
f unnel-ahaped collar, distinotly set off by a transverse oonatr lot Ion.
The length of t ha funnel is about twioe the diameter. Veasurene nts
show the length to be 0.135 - 0.15 nm.
,
the dianretar 0,074 - 0.065 mm.
It lies in the usual poaitionwith the anterior end pointing dorso-
oephalad, due to the distinct bend in the body of the funnel. The lumen
is eooentrio as shown in transverse seotion, bein^ nearer the eotal
surfaoe of th^ or^an.
Penial bulb.
The structure of the penial bulb(Pi£5. 41) conforiES to the Lumbrioill
id type as defined by Eisen, it is composed of cells of one kind only,
Eaoh cell has two parts, the main body which lies near the periphery
of the bulb and contains a large oval nucleus, and the prolongation
which extends to the sperm duct extension. The body of each cell has a
strong affinity for stains while the prolongation stains only very slight
ly. Th3 sperm duct(sd) unites with the bulb on the dorso-eotal surface
and there meets the sperm duot extension ( sde ) , The whole organ is covered
by a well developed muse ul at ure ( m ) . In some respects the structure of
this organ recalls that of Fridericia tenera Welch; the general structure
being the same. However, when the bulbs of the two species are carefully
compared distinct differences are noted in the shape of th^ organ, the
mode of union of the sperm duot with the bulb, the n-usculature, and the
character of the component cells.
Spermathecae,
Eaoh spermatheca has three well differentiated parts, the duct, the

ampulla, and the diventioula. The duot opens laterad in IV/V. Two or
three inoonspiouous unicellular inlands ooour at this openlnfJ but they
are bo etrall that hi^h magnif loi t ion is required in order to diatinguish
them. The duot is approximately uniform in diameter throughout its length
and is usually more than twioe as long as the ampulla, M^aaurementa of
this duot in a number of speoimeVis shows the length to be about 13-15
miorons. The pear-shaped ampulla unites with the digestive tract well
down on the side of the latter in the posterior part of V, thus making
the openings of the two spermatheoae almost direotly opposite each other.
The ampulla is 6-7 microns long, has a conspicuous lumen, and bears
seven globular diverticula which are arranged in a single whorl. The
diverticula differ somewhat in size but the general plan of each is the
same. The lumen of each is continuous with the lucen of the ampulla.
An examination was made of a number of sexually immature specimens
and it appears that the spermatheoae are the last of the reproductive
organs to attain their complete development. Some of these specimens
with all of the other reproductive organs well developed showed small
spermatheoae with the ducts and ampullae well developed but lacking the
diverticula, the only indication of their future position being the
rounded collar-like shoulder on the ectal end of each ampulla. A later
stage in th-3 development was noted in which the above mentioned collar-
like shoulder of the ampulla has begun to show slight divisions and the
boundaries of the diverticula are becoming distinct. Intermediate stages
showing transition between the two above described stages were not
available but it is quite probable that the course of the development of
these organs in this species is as follows:- (l) the development of the

duot, (2) the development of the ampulla, and (3) the development of
the dlvertioala.
Priderioia slma n. ap.
Plate V, fi^s. 43-50.
Tjef init ion.
Length 15-19 mm. Diameter 0.45-0.57 mm. Somites 52-56. Color
whitish with slight tinge of yellow. Prostomium prominent and pointed.
Head pore at C/I. Dorsal pores begin on VII. Setae of the typical
Friderioia type; 4-6(rarely 7 or 8) setae per bundle in the anterior
region; 4 (rarely 5) per bundle in middle region, and 3-2 setae per
bundle in posterior region. Clitellum on XII - 2/3 XIII. Brain about
twioe as long as wide; posterior margin moderately convex, anterior
margin very convex and slightly pointed at the extremity; lateral margins
almost parallel. Peptonephr idia siinple, unbranohed and confined to V.
Dorsal vessel arises in XX. Nephridia with well developed anteseptal
and postseptal , the latter being longer and slightly larger than the |
1
former; the efferent duot arises from the ventral side of the postseptal \
part about raid way of its length; small distinct reservoir present at the li
\
eotal opening of efferent duot. Spermiduoal funnel cylindrical, about
twice as long as the greatest diameter, with protruding collar.
Spermatheoae with duot and ampulla distinctly differentiated; ampulla
simple, thin walled, pear-shaped, and devoid of diverticula; junction
with digestive tract on dorsal surface of latter but distinct froBs
corresponding junction of opposite spermatheoa; duot about twioe as
long as ampulla, and with no glands at ectal opening.
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Desoribed from 10 sexually mature spooimena. Cotypea in the collect
ion of the writer, Cotypea also in th^ collection of Profesaor Prank
Smith.
The specimens of this species were collected in Cotton Wooda,
near Urbana, Illinois, April 1, 1911. They wers found in undisturbed
forest land, under the decaying leaves and to a slii^ht depth in the
rich huirua, whioh contained a moderate amount of moisture. The majority
of the specimens collected were sexually mature. The entire collection
was made at one very small locality.
Af f init ies.
The structure of the spermathecae puts this form in that group of
species having no diverticula or the ampulla of the spermat heoa. Of this
group of species there are, at present, only six represented in North
America, the majority being found in Europe. This worm evidently has
no close relatives among the foreign forma since the differences existing
between them are numerous and well marked. Of the six American species
only two, V, alba and F. parva Moore ( b ulbosa Rosa), appear to be at all
closely allied and even these show several distinct differences and no
difficulty is experienced in separating them*
SSTAILED^MORPHOtiOGYi.
SXIEBSAL CRARACTEES.
The body is slender, cylindrical and tapers from XII and XIII
gradually towards the two extremities. The length varies from 15 to
19 mm; The diameter ia greatest in the region of the clitellura and varies
from 0.45 to 0.57 mm. The intersegmental grooves are obsolete in all
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parta of the body exoept in the extreme anterior region where the first
and sometimea the second and third intersegmental grooves are vfell
marked. The somites vary from 50 to 58. The olitellura is on XIT-3/3XITI
and is well developed. The proat om i um (P i g. 43) is prominent and pointed.
It varies slightly in shape but the typloal condition is that indioated
in the figure whioh showa the well developed, pointed prostooiium
overhanging the mouth and the slightly upturned tip. One or two of the i
specimens showed a condition in which the proetomium was shorter and
more rounded but it is possible that this is due to a contracted
condition of the animal. The color of the living worm is whitish with a
slight tinge of yellow. The dorsal pores begin on VII. The setae are of
the typical Fridericia type. They ar3 well developed and the greater
part of their length projects beyond t hs body wall. In the anterior
region there are 4-6(rarely 7 or 6) setae pec bundle; 4 8etae(rarely 5)
I
per bundle in the middla region, and 3-2 setae per bundle in the poster-
ior region.
INTERNAL CHARAOTSRS.
Brain..
The brain(Pig. 4S) lies in the dorsal part of I and II, chiefly in
the latter. It is about twice as long as wide. The posterior margin is
broadly convex while the anterior mai^gin is strongly convex. The lateral
margins are approxlaiat ely straight and almost parallel, diverging only
slightly oaudad. In transverse section the brain is elliptical in outline,
the longer diameter being approximately twice the length of the short
one. Two pairs of supporting strands arise from the posterior part of
the brain and pass obliquely across the ooelom to unite with the body
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wal 1
.
peptonephridla.
Tha peptonephridia(Pl^. 42) are slaiple and unbranohed. They ariae
from the di|e3tive tract in the anterior part of V and extend oaudad
approximately parallel to it, ending at the posterior limit of V. The
openinga into tha digestive traot are latero-ventrad. Both peptonephridla
are praotioally of the same length and the free enda are usually closely
approximated. In shape these organs are oylindrioal, sometimes slightly
flattened. The aaximura diaaeter is just caudad of the point of union
with the digestive tract and fro™ there the organs taper gradually to
their free extremities. Slight irregularities on the surface produce
a tuberoulate apearanoe, which however is not strikingly distinct.
Sections show these organs to be tubular and conspicuous nuclei appear
in the walls.
Chylus cells.
These cell s (F ig. 45 ) form e distinct region extending from the
caudal third of XIV to the anterior part of XVII. In longitudinal sect-
ions this region is very easily located by the abrupt increase in the
thickness of the intestinal walls. These cells are rather closely packed
together forming an almost continuous layer. The chylus cells(ch) are
flask-shaped, somewhat truncated at the ectal end,, and the sides converge
slightly entad. The intracellular canal(icG) is distinct. Its apical
course is straight but t h? basal portion is bent almost at a right
angle and is sometimes slightly sinuous. The lining of the canal appears
yto be a very thin cytoplasmic layer but in many of the preparations it
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Is rather difficult to distinguish. Cilia are present for almost the
•ntlre length of the oanal. The perivisoeral blood sinus is quite
epaoious in this region and transverse sections of tha worm show the
einuB(bs) in oontaot with the greater part of the surface of the cells.
The epithelial cella(epc) are irore or less blook-sh=* ped, distinctly
nucleated, heavily ciliated on t hs ental surface, and form a layer of
which the continuity ia broken only by the apical parts of the ohylus
oells. No interstitial cells are present.
Nephr idia.
!
The nephridia appear first on VI/VIT. The antessptal part (Figs. 44
and 46) is well developed, ovate, and provided with a distinct ciliated
nephrostoTiie. The postseptal part is longer and slightly larger than the
anteseptal part. There appears to be two divisions in the former, an
anterior smaller one and a posterior larger one. The smaller region is
a kind of neck by which the posterior larger one is joined to the |
I
anteseptal part* The origin of the efferent duct presents an interesting
I
feature. It beooiues distinct from the ventral surface of the postseptal
part at about the clddle of its length. A critical exaraination of the
nephridia in the various parts of the body and in the various specimens
reveals two rather distinct conditions which seeir to throw light upon
the true origin of the duct. A number of nephridia were studied in
whioh it was evident that the posterior end of the nephridmu"! u/o-S
pefle&ted ventrad upon itself (Pig. 44 ) for son-.e distance and then diverged
as^the duct proper, thus pointing to the fact that the- duct really
•arises from the posterior end of the postseptal part,. It should be noted
'that this reflected portion comes into very close contact with the
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ventral side of the nephrid ium, eo cloe^ that it is attached there, the
line of union appearing in sections only as a ain4l9 line of fuBion.
Quite a number or nephridia were found (Pig. 46) in whioh the condition of I
the caudal end of the poateeptal part is not shown and the duct apparent-
]
i
ly has its origin from the ventral surface of the poatseptal part about
naldway of its length. This variation laay be interpreted by regarding the
f i
first condition as thS' transitional stage and the second as the result- i
ing stage.
Another interesting condition connected with the efferent duct is
the' presence at its ectal extremity of a small but distinct reservoir.
Just before the lumen of the duct reaches the exterior it expands into
a more or less flask-shaped reservoir which in turn opens to the exterior
through a small pore. The lumen of the nephridium is much longer and
more contorted in the postyeptal than in the anteseptal part,
Spermiduoal funnel.
The spermiduoal funnel (Fig. 49) is cylindrical^- usually slightly
bent, and approximately twice as long' as the greatest diameter. There
is a distinct collar set off from the body of the funnel by a constriction
This collar is not reflected but is somewhat funnel-shaped.
Penial bulb.
The penial bulb (Pig. 50) is of the Lumbricillid type. It is rather
simple in its structure and moderate in size. In transverse section it
•appears as an elliptical structure with the long diameter approximately
parallel to the penial i nvag inat ion ( pb ) . The greater part of the ental
surface of the organ is covered by a well developed muscle layer(m) whioh
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i8 a continuation of the oiroular musole layer of the body wall. The
body of the bulb is oompoeed of cells of one kind(^lp) which have their
enlarged nucleated, parte near the periphery and each of which sends a
lon^ process in an ectal direction. These prolongations lie parallel to
each other and the majority of them end radially around the sperm duct
extension(sde ). Others end on the ectal surface ventrad to the penial
pore. The sperm duct(sd) unites with the bulb on the ectal surfaoe. In
th9 retracted state the sperm duct extension shows a very decisive bend
of about 120" before it opens into the invagination. None of the
speoimens exaoined showed the bulb in the everted condition. Many of the
preparations showed a break or cleft in the body of the bulb which
conformed in direction to the long diaireter and in a single section
appeared to separate the nucleated ends of the cells from the greater
part of the cell prolongations
Sperteat hecae.
Bach spermatheoa (Pig. 47) consists of two clearly differentiated
parts, the ampulla and the duct. The ampulla is simple, pear-shaped,
and has no diverticula. Its inner end -is united with the latero-dorsal
part of th3' digestive tract in the posterior part of V. The cavity of
the ampulla conforms in general to the shape of the exterior. The walls
•are rather thin except at the ectal end where they are conspicuously
thicker. The duct extends, with very few curves, to its external opening
in the anterior part of V. There are no glands at the ectal opening.
The duct is about twice as long as the ampulla. The external hypodermis
surrounding the external opening of the duct is distinctly thickened.
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6. GenuB ENCHYTRAEUS Henle.
The 4enuB Enchytraeue was eBtabliehed by Ilenle in 1837 and although
the limitB of the ^roup have altered froir. time to tinie it appears to
have a permanent place in the nomenclature. Michaelsen( '00, p. 88|
defines the genue as follows:-
"Boreten in 4 Bttndlen, 2 ventralen und 2 lateralen, gerade, die
eines Bfindels gleioh lang. Kopfporus klein, dorsal zwischen Kopflappen
und 1. Segm. ; Rdokenporen fehlen, Ursprung dee Rtickengef Ssses post-
clitelllal ; 31ut meiet farblos; HerzkSrper fehlt. Lysaphkftrper von
einerlei Gestalt. Peptonephr idien vorhanden oder fehlend; der Oesophagus
geht allmShlich in den Wittledarm (iter . Ausf I5hr ungsgang der Nephridien
am hinten Pol des Postseptal ent spr i nge nd, sieist sehr kurz. Samenleiter
lang. Samentaschen mit dem Dartri kontriunizierend, ohne Divertikel".
In the light of recent work this definition is somewhat faulty. The
statement that the spermathecae communicate with the digestive tract
does not always hold since in E. modestus Eisen there is no such
connection* Also ths^ statement that the spermathecae have no diverticula
car ro longer be mad© since species have been described(E. alaskae Eisen,
E. saxieoia Eisen, E. citrinus Eisen) in which there ar:e diverticula on
the ampulla.
Eisen ( '04, p. 61 ) modified the definition of the genus as follows:-
"Setae of equal length and straight. Head pore between the prostora-
ium and somite I, always small. No dorsal pores anterior to olitellum.
Intestine and oesophagus gradually merging inta each other. Dorsal
vessel rises posterior to olitellum from a vascular sinus of the
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intestine. One pair of eperir-eaos, surrounded by peritoneal me mbrane,
project from the testes forward. No single penial bulb, but one or more
isolated glandular papillae situated in the vicinity of the speriniducal
pores, generally and princifeajly ventral to the pores. Numerous trans-
verse muBclee connect the ventral and lateral parietes surrounding the
speririiducal pores. Peptonepbr id ia glands present or absent. One kind of
lyrephooytes. Intestine generally with chylus cells".
It will be noted that in the above definition statements concerning
the sperw-saos and tha structure of the penial bulb have been added. It
seems doubtful if either of these two points can be oonsideoed as
constant features of the. genus. In E. gillettensis n, sp. and E.
indicus Stephenson sperin sacs are absent and in certain species recently
described, E. nodosiis Steph. , E. dubius Steph. , and others, no mention
is made of them. Further more E. gillettensis n. sp. has a single compact
penial bulb, not broken up into isolated glandular papillae,
E. nodosus Steph. is similar in this respect. It thus appears that the
penial bulb of this genus as described by Eisen is not a constant
feature.
About thirty two species have been assigned to this genua and of
this number eight have been recorded from North America and its adjacent
islands. Seven of the eight species were originally described from this
continent. The list is as follows:-
Name Type Locality
E. modestuE Eisen Oraca, Prince William Sound,. Alaska, .
E. metlakatlensis Eisen Metlakatla, Alaska.
E. klneaidi Eisen Popof Island, Alaska,
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E. alaskae Eiaen Garforth Island, Vuir Inlet, GlacierBay, Alaska,
E. saxicola Eisen Lowe Inlet, British Columbia.
E. oitrinuB Eisen Lowe Inlet,. British Columbia.
E. marinus Moore Bermuda Islands.
E. albidus Henle Germany { American locality = Maes. ).
KEY TO THE SPECIES OF ENCHYTRAEUS KNOWN TO OCCUR IN NORTH
AMERICA.
A. Diverticula present on ampulla of spermatheca.
B. On3' diverticulum on ampulla of spermatheca.
C. Spermiducal funnel with length not exceeding four times the
CO. Spermiducal funnel very lon^ and narrow, length exceeding
four times the diameter; posterior margin of brain with
deep emarginat ion; extensive sperm sacs present; length
15-*^0 mm. - E. saxicola Eieen.
BB. Two diverticula on ampulla of spermatheca.
C. Posterior margin of brain concave; diverticula of
spermatheca equal in size - - - - E. alaskae Eisen,
CO. Posterior mSrgin of brain convex; divsirticula of
speraiatheca unequal is size - - - E. citrinus Eisen.
AA. No diverticula on the ampulla of the spermatheca.
B. Spermatheca not connected with digestive tract; straight and
more or "less covered throughout its length with small glandular
cells; no distinct and enlarged ampulla - - E. modestus Eisen.
C. Spermatheca short and stout, the duct being of about same length
as ampulla; length not exceeding 10 mm.; somites over 50.
i am.eter
.
D. Peptonephridia present; brain with convex posterior
margin; length 20-25 mm. ----- -^E. kmcaidi Eisen.
BB. Spermatheca connected with the digestive tract.
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D. Duot of sper rrat heca not set off diatinctly from aitpulla;
oonnection with digestive tract situated at one side of
ampulla and not at 'apex; lar^e conpaot orown of glandB
at eotal openinJ - -% - - - - B. met 1 akat le ns i b Eieen.
DD. Duct of spermatheoa dietinotly set off froir; ampulla;
oonnection with digestive tract apical; ectal half
of duct covered with closely set pear-shaped gland
oelle - _^-^-__:-;---rE. albidus Henle.
CC. Spermatheca long and slender, the duct being about 4 times
as long as ampulla; glands cover the entire length of duct;
length 2.5 - 4.5 mm; soirites 25-27 - E. gillettensis n. ap.
Snohytraeus gillettensis n, sp.
Plate VI, fige. 51-55.
Def i nit ion.
Length 2.5 - 4.5 mrr. Diarceter 0.144-0.188 iric. Soirites 25-27. Color
whitish. Prostoffiiuiii blunt and rounded. No dorsal pores* Lymphocytes few
number,, ovoid, nucleated. Setae straight, those of a bundle of equal
size; number per bundle 2-3, rarely 4 or 5. Clitellum on XII-XIII. Brain
about twice as long as broad; anterior margin concave; posterior margin
almost straight; lateral margins converging cephalad. Peptonephridia
present; arise from dorsal surface of pharynx in III as tU(o separate
structures; slightly branched; usually terminating in a large mass.
Dorsal vessel arises in XIV. Anteseptal part of nephridia small and
inoonspicuous, comprising little more than th3' nephr^stome; postseptal
part large; short efferent duct arises from, posterior end of postseptal
part. Length of spermiducal funnel 3-4 times the greatest diameter;
collar distinct; distinct bend in middle of funnel. Duct of spermatheoa
about four times the length of ampulla and completely covered with
small glands; ampulla spherical, thin walled, destitute of diverticula,
and connected with digestive tract.
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Desoribed from 15 speoiwenB all of which are sexually rrature.
Cotypes in the. collection of the writer. Cotypes also in the collection
of Professor Frank Smith,
The speoiirens which have forired the basis for this description were
collected by Dr. George R. LaRue at Gillette Grove, Iowa, in August,
1910. They occurred in damp soil under the drip of a building. The soil
was black and contained sorce hutcus.
Af f init iea.
Nothing definite can be aoooTEpliehed in attempting to establish the
relationshpis of this species owing to the incomplete and ambiguous
descriptions of sonis of the European species. All that can be done at
present is merely to call attention to the apparent similarity which
exists between this forw and some of the other species as judged by
those characters which are described in sufficient detail to be used in
diagnosis, keeping in mind meanwhile the possibility that future invest-
igation may show that they are not at all closely related.
This species approaches E. argenteus Mohlsn. closely in some
respects but shows differences in the character of- the nephridia, the
spermiducal funnel, and the sper mat hecae. In some respects it resembles
E. eabulosus Southern but distinct differences exist in size, in number
of somites, brain, and one or two other organs. It resembles E. indicus
Stephenson but differences exist in the peptonephr idia and spermat heoae.
Of the American species it more nearly approaches E. albidus Henle but
here again distinct differences occur in length, number^ of somites, and
spermat hecae.
t
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DETAILSiD^VgRPHgLQGYj.
EXTERNAL CHARACTERS.
Twenty seven alcoholic specliEens have a length of 2,5 - 4.5 mni.
They had been careCully killed and fixed and since Biicrosoopical examin-
ation of the specimens in toto showed no evidence of conspicuous
contraction it is safe to consider these measurement e as fairly accurate.
The number of soinites is rather constant varying within the limits of
25 and 27. The greatest diameter which is in the region of the clitelluro
is 0.144 - 0.188 mm. The body is smooth, cylindrical, and tapers very
developed and occurs on XII and XIII. It is interrupted on the mid
ventral surface.- The intersegmental grooves are more distinct in the
anterior region;: posteriorly they tend to become obsolete. The prostomium
is blunt and rounded. The setae have been sufficiently described in the
def init ion.
Lymphocytes,
The lymphocytes are scattered throughout the greater part of the
ooelciDy but occur in only small num.bers. They are nucleated, ovoid, and
have a decided affinity for stains.
Chloragog cells.
The elongated chloragog cells are club-shaped and very highly
developed. They first appear in V and from that point" caudad they almost
completely cover the digestive tract, filling the greater part of the
from the clitellum. The clitellum is only moderately
INTERNAL CHARACTERS,
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ooelom. The oytoplKsmio contents are dietinot]y reticular and sometiniea
appear to be alveolar in structure.
Brain.
The brain(Pig. 52) lies chiefly in I and II. The length varies
slightly in the different speoiisens but the ratio of the length to the
greatest diarseter appears to be almost uniformly 11 : 6. The posterior
margin is approximately straight although in some specimens there is a
slight convexity. The lateral irargins converge anteriorly so that the
smallest width occurs Just posterior to the origin of the commissural
trunks. The anterior margin is concave and slightly V-shaped. A neuri-
lemma surrounds the brain and appears to be thickest about the posterior
margin. Two pairs of strands connect the brain with the body wall, one
pair arising from the lateral margins near the point of greatest
diameter, the other arising from the region of the junctions of the
lateral with the posterior margin. In transverse section the brain is
ovcrid in shape. Close examination of cleared specimens showed the
pnesence of an elliptical area located in the region of greatest width.
Eisen( '04, p. 62)oalls attention to this area as follower'- " The brain in
Bnohytraeus is character i?.ed by the circular mass of fibers in the
posterior part of the fiber belt in the brain. As this structure has not
been studied in detail its nature is not understood". Dr. Eisen
evidently regarded this structure as more or less characteristic of the
genus although he makes no mention of it in his descriptions of the
brains of E. alaskae Eisen, or E. oitrinus Eisen,. and his figures of
these species do not show any indication of its presence. The writer has
nothing to contribute to our knowledge of this structure but there is
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no doubt of its presence in E. g il let tens is.
Peptonephridia.
These organs are a conspicuous ooEpcnent of the anterior region of
the body. Both are aiwilar and arise, one on either side, from the dorsal
surface of the pharynx immediafcely posterior to its dorsal epithelial
thickening in III. They extend oaudad for about the length of one
somite. Bach shows irregular branches and makes irregular contortions
in the ooeloni on either side of the digestive tract. These organs
terminate in a peculiar manner. In some specimens both peptonephdidia
merge into a large mass dorsad of the digaxstive traotr in other specimens
only one or-gan ends in this mass and in one preparation this mass is
entirely absent.
Nephridia.
These organs (P ig. 51 ) are large and appear as conspicuous masses on
the floor of the ooelom. The anteseptal part is small and inconspicuous,
being little more than a nephrostome. The postseptal part is large,
ovoid, and comprises the bulk of the organ. It appears to differ slightly
in shape in the various regions of the body, the anterior ones being
somewhat shorter and thicker while those posterior to the clitellum are
a little more elongated. The short efferent duct arises from the
posterior surface of the postseptal part, bends abruptly ventrad, some-
times also slightly cephalad, and opens to the exterior just ventrad of
its posterior end.
Spermiducal funnel.
The spermiducal funnel (Fig. 54 ) is rather small, cylindrical, and is
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3-4 times ae lon4 as broad. The collar is well developed and is set off
by a distinct constriction. The funnel usually ahowa a marked bend in
the middle, the convex aspect bein^ dorsad. The iraxiirum diameter is
just back of the collar. Prom this point it diminishes gradually so
that the. funnel merges into the sperm duct without any abrupt decrease
of diameter.
Penial bulb.
The penial bulb(Pi^.56) is compact, globular, and enclosed in a
simple muscular investment. It is composed of cells of a single kind and
all appear to empty onto the body surface. Large spherical nuclei lie
in the ental ends of the cells so that in a transverse section there is
is a continuous row of them around the periphery of the bulb, A few
nuclei appear in the vicinity of the sperm duct. This duct (sd)penetrates
the bulb on its ectal side and, after making a bold curve within the
bulb, opens into the shallow invag inat ion( pb ) . The bulb is covered by a
thin sheet of peritoneum beneath which lies a thin layer of muscle
tisBue(m). This musculature does not penetrate the bulb nor is the bulb
divided into separate parts as seems to be the case in some species of
this genus.
Spermathecae.
Two moderately developed spermathecae are present in V.. Each(Fig.58)
is distinctly differentiated into two regions, the duct,, and the ampulla.
The duct is about four times longer than than the ampulla and is covered
throughout its entire length with small glands which give it a tuberculate
appearance. The lumen is very fine and th;. walls of the duct are thick.
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There seewe to be a few additional unicellular glands at the ectal
opening but they are email and not easily seen. The eotal opening is
somewhat latero-ve nt ral in position and occurs near IV/V. Prom this
point the duct extends, without oontortions, in a doreo-meso-caudal
direction. Before reaching the digestive tract it merges into the
ampulla. The ampulla is spherical, thin walled, and unites with the
lateral surface of the digestive tract by means of a short duct-like
extension. All of the epeoitnens studied showed masses of sperm in the
globular ampulla.
7. THE PBNIAL BULB AS A CHARACTER IN CLASSIFICATION.
Previous to 1904 the structure of the penial bulb had not been
critically examined and no attempt had been made to discoved in it
characters of taxonomie importance. It had been seen and very briefly
described by some of the earlier workers (Vejdovsky, Miohaelsen, et al)
but the finer details of structure were neglected. As a consequence
scarcely any of the earlier publications on Enchytraeidae give informa-
tion either in text or figures which can be used in estimating the
taxonomie value of this organ. Ei8en('04) made critical studies of it
in about fifty species distributed among eight genera and gave
descriptions and figures of the structure of the organ in each case.
Unfortunately these species were not evenly distributed among the eight
genera since in two of them only one species of each was examined and
only two species in another. The most thorough going examination was
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made in the ^enue Weeenohytraeus in which twenty apeolee were etudled.
The results of this extended study are given by Eisen( '04, p. 6) as
follows:-
"The present arrangement of the various genera is partly tentative.
Until now the structure of the penial bulb has not been critically
examined, except in a few species besides those described in this paper,
and it is in reality only a supposition that the structure of the penial
bulb is uniform in the respective species of a genus. I think, however,
this assumption will prove to be correct. The speoiee within each of
the genera which have been examined have proved to correspond In all
particulars to such an extent that it way be safely assumed that the
other species will also agree". ************"The copulatory cushion or
penial bulb is of considerable importance in the classification of
Enobytr aeidae , and I have as far as it has been possible investigated
its structure in all of the species described in this paper." *******
*** "It seems almost certain that a great uniformity of structure
exists in the different species of the same genus, or in the same genera
of the various subfamilies. The structure of the penial bulb or
corresponding organs can therefore be said to be highly characteristic
of both species, genera and subfamilies".
According to Eisen there are three distinct kinds of bulbs which
he defines as follows:-
I. The Wesenchytrae id Bulb.
"The Mesenohytraeid Bult? is a single muscular structure, containing
oirdular as well as fan-shaped muscular bands connecting the body wall
with the periphery of the bulb. Between the muscular bands are generally
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found numerous penlal glands which open on the s^jrface of the bulb
around the penial pore. The sperm-duot penetrates the bulb, opening on
the center of its outer surfaoe".
II. The Enohytraeid Bulb.
"The Enohytraeid bulb is multiple, consisting of several separate
cushions grouped around the penial pore. In these cushions we find
several sets or» fascicles of glands,, each fascicle opening by itself on
the surface of the body. There are no muscular bards connecting the base
of the cushions with its periphery. The sperm-duct never penetrates the
bulb or cushions but opens close to and independently of them. Exterior
to the cushions there are numerous muscles connecting the body wall
immediately surrounding the porewith other parts of the same somite,"
III. The Lumbricillid Bulb,
"The Lumbricillid Bulb is always single and covered with a strong
muscular layer, which however never penetrates down between the cells
of the bulb. There are generally two or three distinct sets of gland
cells in the bulb. Some of these open in the lower pari: of the sperm-
duct,, or rather in a narrow groove in the elongation of the sperm-duct.
Others open on the free surface of the bulb, either irregularly or in
narrow circular fields, bunched into fascicles. The sperm-duct
penetrates onai side of the bulb. In Bryodrilus the gland which opens
into the extension of the sperm-duct is covered with a thin cushion of
muscular strands, forming a bulb within a bulb".
Eisen distributed the eight genera examined as follows:-
I. Vesenohytr aeid Bulb.
MesenchytraeuB.
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II. Enohytraeld Bulb.
Enohytraeus.
Miohael se na
.
III. Lumbrioil lid Bulb.
Lumbrioillus.
war lonina.
Br yodr il us.
Henlea.
Pr ider ic la.
Bisen was convinced that the structure of the penial bulb is of
"great taxonowio importance" and he used it as th3. chief character in
distinguishing subfamilies, added it to the definitions of the genera,
and gave it a prominent place in his descriptions of new species.
The family Enchytraeidae now contains sixteen genera and nearly
three hundred species. Since Eisen's investigation was based on about
fifty species distributed among eight genera it is evident that his
work must be extended and his conclusions tested on other species and
genera before the structure of the penial bulb can be considered as a
safe diagnostic character. Considerable work has been done on foreign
Enchytraeidae since 1904 but it has been in the form of numerous small
papers, no comprehensive works having appeared. As a consequence the
systematic value of the penial bulb has been but little discussed..
Stephenson( •ll,p.b4) is inclined to doubt the importance of the use of
the penial bulb"as a basis for the distinotion of subfamilies or even
perhaps of genera". Most other foreigh workers have been noncommittal
on this subject.
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Th«re is no doubt that the discovery of taxonomic oharaotore in the
struoture of a rather oonepiouous internal organ auch as the penial
bulb is a step in advance and the desirability of adding to the somewhat
limited list of speoifio and generic oharaotere in Hlnchyt rae idae is
obvious to on* who has worked m the group. The writer has given apeoial
attention to the structure of this organ in all of hie work and critical
studies have been nade on all of the species and genera available not
only with the view of determining the minute structure of this interest-
ing organ but with the view of testing the validity of Eisen's
conclusions as to its systematic importance, and if possible, of adding
something new to the data already accumulated.
Some interesting results have been obtained. In some oases they
lend support to Eisen's conclusions, in others it is apparent that certa
limitations and alterations must be made m Eisen's system, and m still
others certain generic differences given by Eisen do not hold. Owing
to the importance of this subject the results of the present study
will be discussed in some detail.
The studies of the writer on the penial bulb have been made on
fourteen species distributed among five genera as follows:-
1. Henlea urbanensis n, ep,
Henlea moderata n. sp.
2. Marionina f orbesae Smith and Welch.
3. Lumbrioillus rutilus n. sp.
Lumbrioillus insularis Ude.
4. Enchytraeus gillettensis n. sp.
Enohytraeus albidus Henle.
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5. Pridsrioia agille Smith.
tenera Vfeloh.
flrma jleloh.
agrioola Moore,
sinia n. sp.
oooneenele n. ep.
douglaee nsie n. sp.
For convenience each 5enus will be discussed separately.
Henlea.
H. Bioderata and H. urbanensis have penial bulbs of the Luobrioillid
type as defined by Eisen and exhibit no peculiarity of structure which
calls for alteration in his conolusions.
Marioni na.
Eisen( *04, p. 90) makes the following statement concerning the
character of the penial bulb in this genus:- "Penial bulb without
gfeja^^crnaj muscular strands." *******"There are two sets of glandular
cells opening infe* the bulb. One set opens into the lower part of the
sperm duct^ while the other opens into the base around the pore".
According to his investigations both M. alaskae and M. americana
conform to this description.
Studies on V.. forbesae have shown that the bulb is of the
Lumbrioillid type in being a compact single structure invested in a
musculature which does not penetrate into the interior but it does not
have two sets of glands as described by Eisen. Instead the cells are
all of one kind and all apparently open onto the surface of the bulb.
None could be found which emptied into the sperm duct extension..
Mlohaelsen( '05, pi. 1) figures the penial bulb of falclandica and
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although it cannot be detornlned whether any of the oelle open Into
the sperm duot, all of the oells xn the bulb appear to be of the sane
kind. The bulb, however, le of the oonpaot Lumbriclllld type.
Benhani( '05,.^. 294, pi. XIV,f ig. 9) describee and figures the penial
bulb of W. antipoduiT! which is a very small structure composed of
similar cells through whioh the sperm duot pen3<trates. Opening into the
dorsal surface is a conspicuous accessory gland whioh lies entirely
outside the bulb and is much larger than the latter. Miohaelsen( '05
)
described the penial bulb m W. werthi as a small structure entirely
concealed in the body wall and possessing an accessory { prostate ) gland
whioh extends into the body cavity.
It appears that the original limits of constancy of structure in
the penial bulb as laid down by Eisen do not hold. This organ m M.
antlpoduro and in M. werthi does not fall under the Lumbrioillid type
since it has an accessory gland, the absence of whioh is emphasized as
a character of this type. Therefore it will be necessary to modify the
definition of the subfamily Lumbr ioillinae by making provision for the
presence of accessory glands in Warionina. Furthermore it can no longer
said that the bulb in Warionina has uniformly two sets of gland cells
within it.
Luwbr icill us.
Studies on L. rutilus and L. ineularis show that in both species
the structure of the penial bulb conforms to the general Lumbrioillid
type as defined by Sisen and call for no special comment in this
connection. It also appears that the descriptions of this organ whioh
have appeared in the literature since 1904 agree with the definition
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of the Lumbrioillid type. Thus far no daviatior. from this type is known
to ooour in this ^enus.
The oharaotePiBtioe of the Snohytraeid type of penial bulb as
deeopibed by Eisen have already been discussed.. In defining the subfamily
Bnohytraeinae the following statement ( '04, p. 61 ) is given concerning the
penial bulb:- "In this fawily the penial bulb structures are not confined
within a single bulb as in Luitbr ioillinae, but are broken up in two or
more masses of papillae, often of unequal size.. In a cross section of
the body these papillae may be seen to extend from the median line to
the other side of the spermiducal pore, and even m the long diameter of
the body the glands have a more or less considerable extension. In some
speoies these glands are situated close to each other-, in others again
they are separated by the common tissue
of the body wall".
According to Eisen two genera, Enohytraeusjand Miohaelsena^ are
characterized by this type of penial bulb- In defining the genus
Bnchytraeus the following statement ( 1, c. p. 61) is made:-" No single penial
bulb, but one or more isolated glandular papillae situated in the
vicinity of the spermiduoal pores, generally and principally ventral to
the pores. Numerous transverse muscles connect the ventral and lateral
parietes surrounding the spermiduoal pores".
The studies made by the writer on this genus show that Eiaen's
diagnosis connot be used safely in distinguishing it. E. gillettensis
conforms in no respect to the type of penial bulb which Eisen claims to
be uniform for the genus but instead has a single compact glandular
bulb in which the muscular investment does not penetrate into the
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interior*. No penial atruoturee are present outside of the bulb and the
sperm duot penetrates the bulb. In f^ot, it is a typical Lumbricill id
bulb. Stephen8on( •ll,p.60.pl.XLVTTT,fig. 10) desoribee and figures the
penial structure in E. nodosus and here also the Lumbrloillid type of
bulb is present. It appears that at ieas* two speoies are radically
different in the structure of the penial bulb from the Enohytraeld type.
The writer has also made studies on the penial structure in
sections of E. albidus, made from specimens collected at Woods Hole,
Vass^, by Professor Frank Smith. Miohaelsen
(
' 86, p. 39, pi . II ^f ig. 8
)
described and figured the structure of the penial bulb in E. mobii which
has been shown to be a synonym of E. albidus. The specimens from Mass.
have identically the structure described by Michaelsen. However the
penial structure does not entirely conform to the Enohytraeid type. It is
broken up into a number of glandular parts or fascicles but departs from
the Enohytraeid type in having a large central division which is simple,
tompaot, globular, invested in a musculature and penetrated by the sperm
duot, all of which are characteristics of the Lumbricillid bulb.
Stephenson( 'll,p. 66) described a new speoies, B.. dubius, in which
the penial bulb is described as f ollows:-''The penial gland is not large;
its peculiarity is that it is bifid internally; thus in a series of
longitudinal sections it is first met with as a single mass, while,
nearer the middle line, it is completely double. It is .attached by two
thick strands, composed of cells with large oval nuclei, to the dorso-
lateral body wall". The same wr iter { ' 12, p. 240 ) described a new speoies,
E. indious, in which the penial bulb is a typical Lumbricillid bulb.
Southern( '09, p. 158) described a new speoies, E. lobatus, in which the
character of the bulb ie given as follows:- "Duot (sperm) ends in a penial
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bulb, half as lar^e as the funnel".
The resultB may be stated ae followa:-
I» It is evident that the limltationa laid down by Eiaen oonGern-
ing the variation of the penial bulb in Enohytraeus oannot hold. Future
studios may show that the Bnohytraeid form of penial structure is the
oonmon one but it oannot be used as a diagnostic character.
2. It appears that there are transitional stages in the structure
of the penial bulb in the various species of this genus ranging from the
Lumbriolllid to the Bnohytraeid type. The bulb in E. gillettensia and
E nodosus is distinctly Lumbr icillid ; in E. dubius there is a partial
division of a Lumbrioillid bulb; in S. albidus one of the several
fascicles is bumbricillid in type; and finally in a number of species
the typical Enohytraeid type prevails. This nay be regarded as addition-
al evidence in support of the contention of Stephenson 11 ) that
Enohytraeus and Lumbrieillus are intimately related and are not widely
separated as was formerly supposed.
3. Until the structure of the penial bulb is thoroughly worked out
in many of the known species of this genus, any attempy to make necessary
modifications in Eisen's classifications must of necessity be only
tentative. At present the stability of the subfamily Bnohytraeinae ^s
in question and future work may necessitate its elimination. There is a
bit of evidence which may prove to be of service in the final adjustment
of the matter, namely, the absence of penial bulb cells which open
directly into the sperm duct. This seems to be the oonditixxn in all of
the species of Enohytraeus which the writer has studied as well as those
worked up by other investigators. However it seems doubtful if this one
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f«ature oan be used as a diagnostic oharaoter of the ^enus since
a
8i«ilar condition appears to exigt in certain speoiee of at least
one
other 4enue.
Bi8en( •04,p. 108) characterizes the penial bulb of Prideriola as
follows:- "The penial bulb of Pridericia is quite characteristio
and
seeirs to be of similar structure in all of the species investigated
by
the author. There is only one kind of cells filling the bulb. The
ceils
all open in the extension of the speric duct and along the surface of the
bulb; the duot coritreots with the bulb at the base of the latter and
can-
not strictly be said to enter the bulb".
It is necassary to note that Dr. Sisen refers to those cells
which
open into the sperm duot extension and those Moh open onto the surface
of the bulb as one kind of cells in his general statement and
in the
description of several speoies he refers to ther« as different kinds of
cells stating that the bulb in several speoies^has two kinds of cells".
This inoonsiatenoy is due to the fact that in the bulbs studied by him
the oella are all similar but in soiae cases the cells of a bulb open
onto two different surfaces and these were unfortunately referred to as
"two kinds of cells". However it is evident from his descriptions and
figures that all of the species whioh he studied had bulbs in which the
cells were all of one kind.
The work done by ths writer shows that although the bulb ia uniform-
ly Lumbrioillid in all respects it is aeoessary to make a slight altera-
tion in the characterization of the bulb in Pridericia. It was found that
the seven speoies examined by him can be divided into two groups, one
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oompoaed of F. tenera, F. sima, and P. oooneonaia in whioh the bulb la
made up of cells of one kind only some of which open onto the extension
of the apero-duct and aome may open onto the external aurfaoe; the other
group cowpoBed of P. agilis, P. firma, and/a^r ioola in which the bulba
poaaeaa two diatinct types of cell, ons of which oooupiea the peripheral
parte of the bulb and may open either into the aperm duct extension or
onto the external surface; the other oooupies the interior of the bulb
and the oella ar? arranged radially about the sperm duct extension, open-
ing directly into the latter.. These two types of cell are quite distinct
ahowini uniforn,. marked differences in position, shape, size, size of
nuclei, and atainin^ reactions.
It appears that the structure of the penial bulb in P. dou^laaenais
represents a transitional sta^e between the two groups mentioned above
since the inner cells which open into the spera duct extension in
P. agilia, P. firma, and P. al^ioola are represented only by a few
scattering cells disposed at irregular intervals between the extensions
of the peripheral cells.
The above results show that the original statement regarding the
character of the bulb must be revised so that provision is made for the
ooourranoe of two kinds of cells in the penial bulb of certain species
of the genus. Otherwise Sisen's conclusions are aupported.
At present little can be positively stated concerning the Importano*
of the penial bulb in separating the species of any given genus owing
to the incompleteness of the data for the whole group. The writer has
found that in each species studied the structure of the bulb ia constant
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and that in no oase is it oxaotly duplicated in the bulb of another
apeoiea. In certain genera, a3 for example Mese no hyt r ae ua and Bnohytraeus
where the penial structure is usually very oomplioated and the variation
rather wide it is not difficult to find diain^uishing charaoters for
apeolee in the structure of the penial apparatus. The main difficulty
appears to occur in the Lumbrioillid bulb, partioularly in Priderioia
where the structure of the organ is at- its simpleat and where the
variation among the species is so small that although the structure is
UBifortB for each speoiea, it is difficult to get a distinct diagnostic
obaraotor.
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IV. OBSERVATIONS AND ffiXPBR IMS NTS ON LUMBRICILLUS RTJTTLUS N. SP.
1. Introduction.
The writer 'a attention was first oalled to thia species in April,
1911, when alooholio material of the same was turned over to him bp
Professor S. A. Forbes to whom it had b^an sent by the Director of the
Thirty-ninth Street Sewage Testing Station, Chicago, Illinois. This
Material was aoooapanied by the information that this worm ooourred in
great abundnaoe in the sprinkling filter beds. The specimens were in
such poor histological condition that the atteiript to determine the
species was abandoned. Later, June 22, 191i., Vr. A. A.Girault made a col-
lection of similar material at Chicago, made a brief record of the
conditions of the habitat, and ha.i a large number of these specimens
properly killed and fixed. This material formed the basis for the morph-
ological and systematic work on this species which appears elsewhere in
the paper. During October, 1912, the writer spent three weeks at the
Chicago Sewage Testing Station making certain investigations on this
species and t h^ major part of the data on ths living worms which follow
were accumulated during that period.
3. Habitat.
Since this is the first published record of an American species of
Lumbricillus which occurs in conn3otion with sewage and since the great
abundance indicated a particularly favorable environment, the habitat
was carefully studied and will be described at some length. It may be
noted here that there are records of about 3ix European species which
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ooour normally in oonneotion with oity watar euppliea, in sewePB, near
dun4 hoapa, and various places oontainlnJ decaying organic matter. Wuob
of the detail whioh follows is essential to subsequent dlisoussionB and
explanations of results.
The Thirty-ninth Street Sewage Testing Station is equipped with a
Grit Chamber, 20 x 4 x 3 feet, with a oapaoity of 1,000 gallons at flow
depth; three tanks, each 40 feet long, 9-7 feet deep and 7 1/3 feet
wide, total capacity each 19,000 gallons, flow 17,000 gallons; Tank "A"
is an open Septic tank with a nominal eight hour period. Tank "B" is a
olosed Septio tank. Tank "C" is an open settling tank. An Inhoff or
Emsoher Tank 7 1/2 feet in diawetsr and 17 feet deep and a lEodified
DortTBund tank 7 1/2 feet in diameter and 9 feet deep are also in opera
tion. Five sprinkling filters in oylindrioal wooden tanks are connected
up with the settling and septic tanks. Four are open and one U closed.
Various settling basins and a Sludge Digestion Tank 29 x 7 x e feet
with a total oapaoity of 8,900 gallons are also in operation. The
following diagraa will indicate the relation of these various tanks
and filters to each other:-
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DIA?H.4V OP THE TANXS AMD PILTffRS AT THf CHTCA?0 c?'.1IA'?S TE3TTN''
STATION ?HOV»TN? THE VARIOUS CONMPCTIONS.
\
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The one important thlnJ; to not© In conneotion with the work whioh
is to follow ia the nature of the efflviente of the various Settling
and Septio Tanks. In brief, the aim of iroiern ae-age dispoaal involves
two distinct atepa:- (l) the disposal of the small amount of suspended
matters as soon as possible and (2) the oxidation of the fresh sewage
on blologio filters in oase additional treatment ia demanded.
The first step is aooomplished by pasaing the sewage through the
Grit Chamber in whioh th? heavier irin^Pal particles are deposited. At
the Testing Station, for experimental purposes, the sewage then passes
in part to the Septic TanKs and in part to the Settling Tank. In the
former anaerobic decomposition of the sewage goes on, eventually result-
ing in a series of chemioal changes whioh from the point of view of
purity often render the effluent a great! deal worse than the raw sewage
entering it. In the Settling Tanks the sludge is removed at frequent
intervals in the early stages of decomposition with the resu.lt that the
effluent is improved by this process. The principles of the Septio Tank
and the Settling Tank are oombinad in the Emscher or Inhoff Tank which
is a device permitting the escape of a^fresh" effluent, while the suspend-
ed matter settles, dropping into a separate sludge digestion chamber.
The modified Dortmund Tank( a kind of Settling Tank) or Biolitic Tank
is of such construction that sulphate reduction-, due to bacterial aolivitj
is typical and at times as much as 40 p. p. m. of hydrogen sul piJide . have
been observed in its effluent.
The second step consists in biologic treatment or oxidation of the
sewage. This is accomplished in the sprinkling filters which receive
the various effluents from the Septic and Settling tanks. Since these
filters are intimately connected with this work a brief description will
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bs given. Sprinkling filt«ra are not built prittarily as » devioe for
removing suspended matter, but aa a meana of oxidizing and mineralizin;?
the organic matter delivered to it. Baoh aprinkling filter oonaiats
esaentially of a bed of orushed lime atone, 4 1/2 to 10 feet deep,
supplied with a central top-surfaoe intermittent spray vfhiob oonetitutea
the influent. The aize of the atone, the depth of the bed, and the
period of the apray is different in eaoh filter. For example in filter
no. 4 the flow period is about 60 seconds with an inter miaaion of about
30 aeoonda. The daily flow ia approxiaat ely 10,000 gallons.
Sprinkling filters function to considerable extent in the catching
of suspended matter and as a consequence sludge aocuTrulates on the
stones. The chemical nature of this sludge depends upon the character
of the influent.
Aooording to the observations of Dr. Arthur Lederar and others
connected with the Testing Station tumbrioillus rutilus has a seasonal
distribution. The worms apparently disappear completely at the approach
of winter ( November or early December). In Varoh or April they begin to
make their appearance in all of the spriolling filters and their
effluents.. In a short time they becone extremely abundant in the filters
and large nuitibers of them are carried out into the effluents. The period
of TBaxiraum abundance is apparently rather short but the worms are abund-
ant throughout most of the summer and begin to diminish in numbers as
the autumn wanes. An interesting fact in connection with the period of
maximum abundance will be discussed in another connection. No careful
observations have as yet been made regarding the relative abundance in
the various filters. Girault(june 22, 1911) found them most abundant in
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filter no; 5 which is oovared. However the Sanitary Engineer states
that there ia usually an abund(9/S(oe in all of the filters, except no.3,
at that time of year.
During the writerAs residence at the Station (Oct. 5-25) a oareful
examination of all of the Tanks, Settling Basins, and Filters was made
with the view of determining the distribution of the species at that
time of year. It was found that the worms were confined to certain of
the Filters and their effl'jents. The greatest abundance occurred in
pilter no. 4, a few were found in Filters no. 1 and 8 and some were
found in the general filter effluent.
Some observations were made which throw light upon the reasons for
this distribution. Absence of these worms in the Septic Tanks is, no
doubt, due chiefly to the absence of dissolved oxygen and the presence of
inimioal gaseous decomposition products. Absence from the Settling Tank
is due probably to the very low dissolved oxygen content. Abssnce in
Sprinkling Filter no. 2 can be accounted for by the fact that the influent
of thi3 tank comes directly from the Septic Tank and the same unfavora-
ble factors are i nt roduc;;;^edi Constant absence in Sprinkling Filter no.
3 finds an easy explanation in the fact that its irtfluent comes directly
from the modified Dortmund Tank where considerable sulphate reduction
occurs and as a consequence the effluent of the latt6r(the influent of
the former) is laden witb hydrogen sulphide which is harmful to animal
life, not only because it draws upon the available oxygen but it is in
itself poisonous in its effects. The appearance of the worms in Ptltera
1,4, and 5 is presumably due to the fact that the influents of the above
natred filters are effluents of the settling tank and are "fresh''» The
great abundance in Filter no. 4 as compared with the scarcity in Filters
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no. 1 and 5, in October, seeired to depend upon the faot that filter no.
4 contained an unusual amount of aludge for the time of year vfhile the
quantity of aediment on the stones in Filters no. 1 and 5 was ddoidedly
smaller. The reason for the appearanoe of the worms in the filter
effluents is a purely mechanioal one sino© they are carried there by
the desoending currents of 8ewa4«»
The vertical distribution df the worms in the filters during the
summer is not known but an examination of Filter no. 4 in October showed
them to be largely confined to the upper two feet of the filter bed.
Below that limit they ooourred only rarely. This vertical distribution
oolooided with the vertical distribution of the "load" of the filter
since the greater part of the sludge deposited at this time of year is
confined to this zone and below it the stones are conspicuously cleaner.
It seems very probable that this is the factor which determines the
distribution of the worms at this time since they show a decided affinity
for the sludge.
These worms do not appear normally on the upper surface of the
filter bed but may be found by removing the uppermost roch and examining
the ones which lie below. The physical conditions of this environment
are aa follows:- the light is pr^actioally excluded beyond the first
six to eight inches.. Voiatg^o inaximum since large quantities
of sewage are constantly flowing down through the interstices. The
temperature is cool and in general fairly uniform for a given season.
As indicated by the effluent,, the temperature has a variation of about
10° C in winter and is always above 0*C. The average temperature in
September, 1911 was ee°W. and in October S3*P. An abundance of the finer
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aettlin4 suspended mattsr finds lodgment on the surfaoea of the rook
and in the interstioes.
Adults are distributed to the various parts of the plant by the
streams of sewage. They have a apeolfio gravity slightly greater than
water and therefore sink slowly when placed in quiet water of some depth
but a stream of moderate velocity will carry them when they are once
loosened from their hold on the supporting rocks. The writer has observed
inatanoes where several worms had penetrated a mass of the sludge which
because of decomposition ohangsa had acquired a low specific gravity
and when loosened from the point of accumulation it floated away easily
carrying the additional weight of the worms.
The associated animal life.
These Lumbricillid worms were not the only animal forma press nt in
the filters. In fact, when examined in October, it was found that there
were oth^r forms which were more generally distributed and more abundant.
Ho attempt was made to list the microscopic life of the filters and
attention was confined to the macroscopio for'ms of which the follo--ing
were more or less abundant in October, 1912;-
1. Prorhynohus sp
2. Small NematodeaCnot identified).
3. Pristina sp.
4. Nais communis Pi^uet(p),
5. Helodrilus s ubr ub ic undus Eisen,
6. Psychoda albimaculata Welch.
7. Chironoraidae.
8. Colleraboladsotoma sp. )
9. Water MitesCnot identified).
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3. Color of the living form.
To th9 unaided eye this worm presents a general reddish appearance.
The region posterior to the olitellum appears uniformly reddish except
that the ventral blood trunk shows as a deeper red line. The region
anterior to the posterior margin of the olitellum is distinctly lighter
in color and the region of X-XII is sexually mature specimens shows as
a distinct white spot with no trace of red. The surface layer of the
lime atone rocks composing the sprinkling filter beds acquires after a
time a reddish brown color due partly to a formation of certain ferrous
compounds and with this sort of a back-ground the worms are often a
little difficult to distinguish but the white spot on X-XII is conspicu-
ous and reveals their presence. When large numbers are placed in water
they often tend to accumulate into a compact inass and in such an aggrega-
tion the red color seems to be intensified as the whole mass gives one
the impression of a deeper red than occurs in a single isolated worm.
Examination under magnification shows that the body is sowewhat
transparent, with a light yellowish tinge and that the red color is
really due to to the red blood in the vascular system. The transluoenoy
of the body wall permits the vascular system to show through boldly
enough to effect the external appearance. The principal vessels and their
connecting branches can be easily traced and the pulsations of the
dorsal vessel watched with ease. The white spot in the region of X-XIT
owes its existence to the presence of developing reproductive elewents
and constitutes an external means of judging the sexual nsaturity of the
specimens.
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4. Looofflotion.
The 3ol8 mode of locomotion is an aotiv-i crawling against a oupport-
ing surface. A number of oxperlmsnta wore performed with the viovf of
deternlning the effioienoy of this mode of locomotion, gpeoiaena were
tested with the following aubatanoea aa supporting surfaoea:-
1. Filter rook.
2. Sludge.
3. Wood ( planed surface).
4. Ground glass.
5. Smooth sheet iron.
6. Smooth glass.
Bach of the above surfaces were tested in two way3:-(l) dry,, and
(2) moist. The results showed that the effioienoy of the crawling was
very much higher on all of the surfaces when they were moist and that
dry surfaces were an important barrier against dispersal. As regards the
moist surfaces of the above named substances, the tests showed that the
efficiency varied approximately in the order indicated in the list, the
maximum occurring on the filter rook and the minimum on the smooth glass,
fhe worms crawl with considerable ease over the surfaces of the rocks
in the filter beds and owing to the irregular shapes of these rocks the
interstices form a continuous series of chambers and passages abundantly
supplied with sewage and settled solids, through which the worms pass
easily. They also have a surprising ability for working their way through
the masses of sludge which accumulate on the surface of the atone. On a
moist ground glass surface the worms make moderately efficient progress
but on moist polished glass the progression is slow. The difference in
the rate of locomotion on the various supporting surfaces is due to the
fact that the setae, which are important agents in locomotion, easily

or with difficulty find tftmpprary hold on ths lpre4ularlt iea of th©
9ur f ao6
.
The orawlin4 oonaiats of an extension of the anterior region and a
drawing of the posterior region after it. Although this procedure is the
nornal and usual one it is, under some ciroumatanoea, reversed and the
result is a tewporary backward moveoent.
There is no evidence whaliever of an ability to proigresa by swimming.
A series of teste were made by placing worms in test tubes full of
sewage. In all cases they sank to the bottom and were never able to leave
it. If placed in a dish of water whose depth was less than the length
of the worms they could often get to the surface by crawling up the
side. If the water in the vessel was deeper than the length of the woriBS
it was impossible for them to get away frojs the bottom. When placed in
water they often exhibit random wriggling irovemerits but such motions
were ineffectual so far as locomotion was concerned.
5. Relation to external factors,
a. Relation to light.
The specimens of this species has a decided negative response to
light. Ttiey occur normally below the surface of the filter bad where
practically all light is excluded. No worms were found on the well lightec
surface of the filter bed. In the Spring and early Summer when the
maximum abundance acours the worms often make their appearance in consider
-able quantity in the effluents of the sprinkling filters and regularly
aooumulate on the shaded side of the secondary settling basins. Filter
bed rock was frequently brought into the laboratory in large battery
jars and placed on a table before a large window. The worms regularly
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mi^ratrtd away from the li^ht side towards the dark side and then if
undisturbed migrated into the central region of the masa of rook.
Sudden exposure to light calls forth a response in the form of active
crawling movements which cease when the organisms find themselves in
a place where the light ia distinctly less in intensity. Exposure to
direot sunlight produces an immediate, active negative response.
b. Resistance to desiccation.
It was noticed that when masses of filter rock which contained
worms were brought into the laboratory and exposed to the air sc that
evaporation could take place the gradual drying of the surfaces at
successive depths caused a migraticn of the worms deeper and deeper into
the mass where moisture was still present. A number of tests were made
to determine how long these worms could live when removed from water or
moist slodge and transferred t c a dry place. The apeoiraens were cleaned
and tested singly. There wa^some variation but in general the time was
limited to 3-5 minutes when the experiments were carried on under the
conditions which existed at the Testing Laboratory. Beyond this time
the worms failed to revive when returned to moist conditions. A mass of
worms composed of several individuals had a much higher resistance than
a single individual.
O. Thigmotaotic response.
These Lurabrioillid worms exhibit a considerable degree of positive
thigmotaxis. This is shown by the frequency with which numbers of them
were seen under natural conditions to progress in aggregations side by
side. They are also often found grouped together in masses on the surface
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of the filter rooka. When a large nuirber of
Bpeoimena were transferred
to a watoh glass containing tap water they showed a distinct tendency
to assemble into a mass around any solid particle or sm&ll irass of
sludge which way have been transferred with them. This often proved to
be of advantage in the putresoibil ity tests since the transfers froa the
different containers could be easily made by p-ioking up the whole mass
of one hundred worms at one time. The tendency to accumulate into masses
seems to be accentuated when the worirs are placed under slightly unusual
conditions. In case these masses are left undisturbed for a time the
worms often ultimately begin to disperse in a rather characteristic way
in that they start to move away on the supporting surface in several
separate aggregations, the individuals of each lying compactly side by
side and all moving in the same direction.
Specimens were frequently placed in temporary storage in Syracuse
watch glasses each containing a sfEall quantity of water and covered by
another watch glass. After these glasses had stood for a time the worms
almost invariably accumulated around the upper rim of the lower watch
glass at the point where the upper glass touched the lowei. They apparent-
ly prefer a position where they secure the maximum contact with the
glass. Specimens kept in Petri dishes commonly accumulated between the
perpendicular sides of the upper and lower dish. Specimens kept in
dishes containing wet filter paper commonly sought positions between the
filter paper and the sides and bottom of the container.
A normal habit of the worms involves a crawling about over the
surface of tha rock to which they cling rather tenaciously,, often making
it difficult to pick thesr off with a needle and a stream of water rrust
have at least a moderate velocity In order to wash them off. They
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into the alud^e and arc also often found in the porea of
which they are extracted with considerable difficulty.
d. Behavior with reference to dry and moist surfaoea.
A series of e x pe r i^ne nt 3 was performed in order to determine the
mode of behavior with reference to dry and moist surfaoea. These
experiments were carried on in the laboratory in diffuse sunlight and
in a temperature of about 75"*F.
Experiment 1.
A drop culture slide with concave center and ground glass top
surface was used and the oonoaV"ity filled with tap water.. By means of a
large needle a straight continuous trail of water was drawn from the
concavity to very near th* end of the slide. Worms were placed at the
end of the water trail. Results:-
1. RandoB movements in the imrasdiate vicinity with the anterior half
of the body. Thes^ rrovementa showed the following uniform
charaoteriatica:-
a. Refusal to pass out onto the dry surface.
b. Refusal to pass off the end of the slide.
c. An apparent recognition of the edge of the water followed
by an immediate response resulting in the withdrawal of the
anteri-or region,
d. Exploring movements at the end of the water trail restricted
to a small area.
2. The worms ultimately found the water trail and almost invariably
followed it rapidly and uninterruptedly to the central cell.
Experiment 2.
In this experiment the water trail was made very tortuous and
and the procedure and conditions were the same as in Experiment 1,
Results same as in Experiment 1.
Experiment 3,
A ground glass slide which did not have a central cell was used
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A lon^ Btrai^ht watar trail waa drawn on
the surface arxi woriBs were
plaoed at one end. Results:- Aside fro™ oooaaional stops aooompanled by
aearohin^ movements the worms followed the water trail to the ojPpoaite
end, retraced the course, and often repeated this performance for
considerable length of time.
e. Relation to temperature.
The abundance of material made it possible to carry on a long
series of experiments involving large numbers of individuals with the
view of determining the tensperature liaits of life and the effect of
different temperatures on the general activities of the organisms. In
all of the experiments vigorous worms Just removed from the natural habi-
tat were used. All of the tests were made using tap water as the medium.
Beginning at 2°C tests were made for every degree(in some cases every
1/2°) up to 45'C. This was also done by starting at 46° and reducing the
temperature by steps of 1° down to a^'C. Unfortunately facilities were
not at hand for making teats with temperatures lower than 2^0 and
consequently the minimum temperature was not determined. Results indicat-
ed that the maximum temperature is very near 3e°C. Specimens sometimes
survived S6°G. but an additional 1/2° proved fatal in a short time. AH
temperatures above 36.5'C caused immediate death. The specimens submitted
to the higher temperatures were observed under the microscope so that
the effect of the temperatures could be judged irors accurately. All
specimens survived 2*0., the lowest obtainable temperature at that time,,
and were apparently uninjured. It is interesting to note that these
worms seem to be adapted to withstand successfully rather low temperature
f
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A series of teata was oarriad on by putting a oonsidorabl* number of
worma into flasks containing water to a depth of about 3 cm. and keeping
thea in the ioe box where the temperature waa a trifle less than S'C.
The worms lived indefinitely under these conditions. One flask remained
in the ref(i(?|Jerator for ten days and at the end of that time all of the
worms were alive, active and apparently in as 4ood condition as when
they were first put in. As to the effect on the activities of the worms,
little if any difference could be detected from 10° to 25"G. However
below 10°C. the activities decreased so that at 3*0 only a very moderate
aotiaity was manifest, it was noted that this decrease was not uniform
but from 5° to 2" the decrease was more marked than from 10° to 5".
Above 25° the activity became increased as the temperature was raised.
Prom this data it would appear that so far as temperature is conoernj
ed the worms could exist in the filters the year around since the latter
are in constant operation and they never freeze. Evidently some factor
other than temperature is effective in the reduction of the numbers of
the worms in late Summer ^nd Autumn.
f. Relation to oxygen.
1). The normal supply of oxygen.
. As'has been stated before a sprinkling filter is a device designed
primarily to effect the oxidation of the sewage which is delivered to it
and as a consequence the organisms which live in the filters are well
supplied with oxygen. This element comes to them in two ways, (l) from
the air by direct contact, and (2) fron the sewage which contiins
dissolved oxygen.
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In all of the. filtora ©xoept no. 3 the etone oomposini? the filter
bed la of a size which produooa a series of oontinuous and rather
spaoious interstioea. These may be reduced to soire extent by the settling
material from the sewa4e but never become completely filled. Theae inter-
stioea constitute a aeriaa of air spaces and thus forir a source of oxy4en
supply for the organisms inhabiting then. That theae Lumbricillid worms
take oxygen directly from the air is shown by the fact that apeoimena
have been kept for several days in vessels containing raoiat filter paper
which served to prevent the undue drying of the worms. This was also
demonstrated when at one time an accident to the pumping machinery
eliminated the possibility of oxygen from sewage for over three days
the only liquid present in the upper zone being that held by the sludge.
The sewage which constitutes the influent of the filters, coding as
it does from the Septic and Settling Tanks has a very low dissolved
oxygen content, often showing a total absence of dissolved oxygen partic-
ularly during the hot season. Rowevef this influent passes through a
nozzle which preaks the stream up into a spray. T'^ia spray is thrown out
into the air and in falling is distributed over the whole of the upper
surface of the filter bed. The result of spraying the liquid into the
air and passing it through the air spaces between the rocks is that the
liquid become. 3 oxv^genated to considerable degree. The spraying also
brings about the loss of most of the carbon dioxide. Consequently regard-
less of its source the sewage which flows over the worms has a considera-
ble dissolved oxygen content. The effectiveness of the sprinkling filter
as an oxygenating device is shown by the fact that filter no. 4 on
certain days in September and October, 1912, when the influent(at entrance
to nozzle) showed an absence of dissolved oxygen the effluent contained
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froTti 11.2 to 14.7 p. p. m. That thia oxygen oan b© utilized by the woptre
is ahown by the faot when placed in tap water they lived for days and
even weeks under conditions which prevented their getting the oxygen
from any other aouroe.
2). Resistance to decreased ox^^^n.
It would seeTT that organisms as active as these worns would require
a considerable amount of free oxygen and that the sprinkling filter
environment is such as to afford a generous supply. A number of extended
experiments were made with the view of determining the effect of decreas-
ed oxygen. The methods employed in these experiments are as follows:-
A series of samples of tap water whose dissolved oxygen content ranged
from 1.2 p,p.m. to 9.2 p. p.m. was used as a medium. The highest dissolved
oxygen sample was obtained by agitating the water in air. Tests were
also run using sprinkling filter effluent in which the dissolved oxygen
varied from 10 to 13 p. p. m. Samples with a lower dissolved oxygen content
were made up by mixing boiled tap water with different quantities of tap
water; in still other cases they were made by boiling a ocnaiderable
quantity of tap water and allowing it to stand in an open vessel and
taking samples at successive intervals as the water gradually absorbed
oxygen from the air. Sampling bottles of 126 co. corrected capacity
were used and care was taken that each was stoppered in such a way that
no air was included in the forir of bubMes at the region of the stopper.
Two samples were taken of each of the different grades of water, one
being used for the worms and the other for the determination of the
dissolved oxygen content. Ten vigorous worms, fresh f f eo j^ from the filter,
were quickly transferred to one of the bottles and the tife noted. The
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wopma were thopou^ihtly oleansd before they were put into the bottles.
This procedure was follovied for eaoh of the samplea taken. The bottles
were all kept under oonditiona whioh simulated those existing in the
sprinHling filter and were observed frequently.
It wight appear that there is a source of error in this work due to
the fact that no aooount was taken of the carbon dioxide and the nitrogen
Whan water is boiled it loses moat of the dissolved oxygen, nitrogen and
carbon dioxide and when oxygen was added to the sanples by exposure to
the atmosphere or by the addition of ordinary tap water certain swall
quantities of nitrogen and carbon dioxide were also added. However the
writer believes that this source of error did not interfere with the
essential results of the experiments. The carbon dioxide in the sprink-
ling filter is a very variable quantity since rrueh of the gas present in
the influent must be lost when it is sprayed out into tha air and
consequently the water coming to the worms probably contains only small
quantities of the gas, a condition comparable to that in the sampling
bottles of the experiments. Only a ver^' limited amount of dissolved
nitrogen is present in the sprinlling filter influent. When tap water
which contains a certain amount of N is boiled the major part of the N
is lost. In those samples made up by mixing the boiled with the tap
water some N was added with the latter while in the other samales made
by exposure the N is taken up from the air very slowly so that in all
oases the samples closely approximated the conditions in the sprinkling
filters. Of the three gases involved the oxygen was the only one whioh
was varied widely in the experiments.
Other workers have found that it is very difficult, in fact,
almost impossible to vary absolutely only a single gas in this kind of
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exporim^* ntation by methoda known at present and a errall souroe of error
irust of neoesaity be introduoed. Sinoo the aiir of these experiirenta is to
determine the gVneral effect of reduoed dissolved oxygen content, it is
thought that this souroe of error does not materially effect the general
result
.
The dissolved oxygen content of each sample was determined by
using Winkler's Method as outlined in "Standard Vethoda of Water Analysis
1912, published by the American -.Publico Health Association. Briefly
stated, a solution of manganous sulphate was added to the sample and
followed by an alkaline solution of potassium iodide. The precipitate
of manganous hydrate was allowed to settle. Sulphuric acid was added and
the free iodine in solution was titrated with a standardized solution
of sodium thiosulphate. The equivalent of free iodine was calculated to
oxygen and the results expressed in parts per million.
The following are the results of one of the experiments which will
serve as a representative of other similar experiments made in the same
connect ion :
-
Experiment III.
Corrected capacity
No. of bottle in cc.
'"l. 126
2. 12S
3. 12e
4. 128
5. 12S
e. ,128
7, 126
in GC.
i— J.— ^.-.-j--*.*
Oxygen
in p. p. m.
Number
worms
Time lived
in hours
0. 9 1. 25 10 21
1. 1 1. 7 10 27
1. 7 2. 6 10 42
1.9 2. 9 10 47
3. 5 5. 4 10 65
5. 7 6. 9 10 75
5. 99 9. 2 to 142
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Tho dat* of th? other experimenta carried on in thia oonreotion
varied to aome extent from the above but the general result ia the same,
namely, that these vforme require oxygen, that they irust have it in
oonsiderable quantities, and that a continued low dissolved oxygen
content has a deleterious effect. In interpretin4 these results it is
necessary to keep in winfl the fact that in each of the samples the
dissolved oxygen content does not remain constant but the water beoomes
^[radually poorer in oxygen since it is beia' U^td «P in the reapirauory
activity of the wop»a ana li is very probable that the excretory products
of the worws aid in reduoinJ the dissolved oxygen to a small extent.
Although the data seeir, to show that the worms are sensitive to reduced
oxygen and that a lowering of the dissolved oxygen content is inimical , it
does not necessarily follow that death was due to complete exhaustion of
oxygen since iv was a^'own that death occurred sometimes when consiaerable
oxygen was still unconsumed, as for eaample, in number 6 of the above
table the water which at first contained 8.9 p. p.m. was tested for
dissolved oxygen at the end of the experiment and was founiL to still
contain 4.2 p.p..m. of ^x/5\ygen, a quantity which was sufficient, as an
initial quantity, in onS of the other experiments to allow worms to live
for 98 hours. It was not possible in these experiments to remove the
excretory produotsr from the water and thereby eliminate the possibility
of the accumulating waste influencing the vital activities of the worms
but in an experiment made in another connection a similar quantity of
worms was kept in 45 cc. of water in an open flask to which the air had
free access and at the end of ten days when the experim=ent was ended by
an accident all were alive and apparently as active as at the bB|lnning.
Since the quantity of water was so much smaller and the length of time
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ao Tnnoh greater than In the above experiment
it ehowe rairly concluelvely
that aooumulatin_^ wastes do not constitute a factor which brings
about
thi. death of the worms. Furthermore the normal habitat is one in
which
oriJanio wastes are at a maxlmua.
^. Relation to sewage.
1), To crude sewage.
In another connection the fact was brought out that no wortr.s were
fouhd in the Septic and Settling Tanks which receive the crude
sewage and the cause was attributed to the lack of dissolved oxygen.
Tests were ir.ade in wnich vigorous worms were placed m bottles of crude
sewage and corked so that no air was included or could gain acoesfe. In
all oases they lived but a short tiff,e(l0-12 hours). Another test was
irade by placing worms in a flask which was about half filled with crude
sewage, thus leaving a large air space above the surface. One lot lived
under these conditions for 72 hours which is to be accounted for by the
fact thatjthe sewage absorbed oxygen from the air space above. However
sinoe the sewage itself contained putrescible matter which also drew
heavily upon the oxygen supply, the continued low oxygen content had a
fafal effect.
2). Behavior in the presence of sludg6.
The following experiments were performed m this connection:-
Experiment 1.
A ground glass slide was used and a water trail was drawn length-
wise of the slide. A mass of moist sludge from the filter stones was
placed at one end of the wa-.er trail and worms were placed at the other
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end. R*8ulte:- the worn.e followed the trail to the sludge
..ass, crawled
around it and through it and became quiet. Did noCt leave
it.
Experiment 2.
Supported a circular cover ^Ih^b on bite or filter paper as feet,
ran water under it and drew a water trail leading to it.
Ten worms were
pieced at the end of the trail. Results:- the worms followed
the trail
to the cover glass but would not pass under it.
Experiment 3.
The procedure was the same as in experiment 2 except that the
cover glass was covered with black paper so that the space under
it was
darker than that outside. Results:- sawe as in experiment number 2.
Experiment 4.
The procedure was the satte as an experiment 2 except that a
mass of sludge from the filter was placed under the cover glass.
Results: - in every case the worirs passea under fhe cover glass
m a
short time and became quiet after surrounding and penetrating the mass.
It is not possible to explain, from the data, the behavior of the
worms with reference to the cover glass in experiments 2 and 3., In
neither case did the worms pass under and in spite of the fact
that
these forms are negatively phiot otiftoi^o , the area under the darkened
cover glass was avoided. There was evidently some unknown factor present
which was sufficiently active to overcome the negative phototactic
tendency of the worms and prevent their migration into mere favorable
light conditions. However the experiments show a distinct recognition
by the worms of t he presence of sludge and a positive reaction. Further-
more it is evident that this positive reaction is sufficiently strong
to overcome the opposing - influence which prevented the worms from
migrating under thereover glass in experiments 2 and 3. The expr^riments
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showed also that the positive reaction to the sludge was not due to the
negative phototaxis since the worir,s did not pass under the cover glass
in experiment 3*
3) Relation to the sludge m i.he filters.
That these worms have av.meohanioal effect on the settling suspend-
ed matter which accumulates in the filters it not difficult to (b^erve.
These organisms are active and are constantly burrowing through the
masses of sludge and si^ce they ooour in such large numbers they must
play a prominent part in loosening up the sludge and working it over,
thus facilitating the oxidation of the unstable organic matter.
It has been observed at the Testing Station that during the winter
the sprinkling filters become clogged to considerable extent, that is,
they build their "load", by accumulating a large quantity of sludge.
This sludge is held m the filter until the temperature begins to rise
in early Spring and then the filter begins to "unload". The effluent
becomes laden with large quantities of heavy earthy matter and the
sludge in the filter becomes rapidly reduced. The significant thing is
the fact that this "unloading period" is coincident with the maximum
abundance of the Lumbrioillid worms and after the greater part of the
unloading has occurred the abundance of the worms deoeeases somewhat.
Whether or not the worms are responsible for the unloading remains to
be proven but the circumstantial evidence points to these forms as at
least one of the factors which play a part in the unloading. Cognisance
must be taken of the fact that other organisms are also abundant at
this period and it is possible that the unloading is the result of the
combined mechanical action of a number of associated organisms.
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4), Relation to Putresolbl 1 it y.
Before ^oin^ into the dlBoussion of the experimerte which were made
in this connection it will be neoeaeary to make olea» certain important
terwa which are in constant use in sewage investigations.
In order to explain what is meant by t ue terir Putresoib il it y and to
indicate its precise application in sewage disposal work it is necessary
to explain in considerable detail oertaiai oheTnical and physical oonditione
which exist in ordinary sewage. Phelps (' 09, p. 75 ) gives a very clear
account of the application of this term in the following rather lengthy
quotation:- "Putrescib il it y as applied to organic matter in general,
implies the ability to undergo offensioe putrefactive decomposition"
**
Such decomposition is always anaerobic and is aooampanied by the
evolution of offensive odors. These two phenomena have, therefore,
formed the basis of most putresoib il it y tests.. Some criteria of putre-
faction which have been employed are = (D Development of offensive
odors; (2) formation of black sediment; (3) reduction in the amount of
dissolved oxygen: (4) loss of all dissolved oxygen; (5) loss of all
available oxygen including that of nitrites and nitrates; and (6)
increase in the oxygen-consumed figure. Some of the tests are based on
partial reduction of the available oxygen and subsequent anaerobic
fermentation m the effluent; others depend on the complete reduction of
the available oxygen and the subsequent anaerobic fermentation. The
tests most commonly employed belong to the latter group^ depending on
the production of odor or of hydrogen sulphide, blackening of the liquid,
or reduction of organic dyes. The test which depends on an increase m
the oxygen-consumed figure durang incubatip-n is also in this class.
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beoause anaerobio f ern-ientat ion alone rendere organic matter more readily
oxidieable:'
"These two types of teat illustrate two distinct points of view
which should be clearly differentiated. An effluent way be regarded as
beingtfomposed of a ^iven mass of organic iratter dissolved or suspended
in a definite amount of water. The water contains also a definite amount
of available oxygen in the form of free dissolved oxygen, nitrites,
nitrates, and possibly other corogounds. All of the organic matter is
oxidizable to some exient, and to that extent it setvee as bacterial
food. The greater the [mjaiount of organic matter and the greater its
oxidizability, the greater is tha absorption of oxygen r rem the medium.
Consequently a reduction of available oxygen in the effluent during
incubation is a measure both of the amount of organic matter present and
of its capability of oxidation. As a small amount of readily oxidizable
matter has the same effect on the result as a larger amount of more
stable matter,, a test of this ttind indicates whether or not the organic
matter consumes oxygen; but it does not show whether or not the supply
of available oxygen xs sufficient to prevent the establishment of
anaerobic conditions. This important question of the balance between the
oxygen demanded by the organic matter and the oxygen available in the
liquid is taken into consideration by tests of the second kind; namely,
those dependent on the establishment of anaerobic conditions. Such tests
do not involve the estimation of the amount and the kind of organic
matter: indeed, organic matter which does not absorb any oxygen from the s
I
liquid under the conditions of an incubation test must be very highly
oxidized; and, furthermore, most organic matter derived from sewage is |
putrescible in itself - that is, if it is stored by itself in the absence
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of oxygen, it undergooe putrefactive changes.
The queetion at isBue is
not however, whether the organic rratter itself will putrefy, but whether
the effluent as a whole will become so reduced in oxygen that putrefac-
tion will be possible. In other words, it W. simply a question of a
balance between the available oxygen of the effluent and the oxygen
whioh the organic matter will require during the incubation period. It
would aeem that the problem might readily be solved by determining this
balance,. but> unfortunately, it is not a simple matter, because the
action involved is bacterial. Many attempts have been made to determine
the oxygen balance analytically, but such teats answer only with *ery
good and very bad effluents, for which an inspection of[the sample would
serve just as well. When there is doubt about the character of the efflu«
ent - the condition for whioh such iniorroation is of mast value - all
such analytical prooedures have reretofore failed. It is evidently
impossible to imitate with any degree of precision the bacterial activi-
ties that are involved. There remains, then, but one satisfactory exped-
ient: To let the action proceed by Itself and note the result.. But here
also there are dif f icult ies> because bacterial reactions of this sort
are neoessarily slow in reaching equilibrium, and the time required by
a nicely balanced effluent is greater than can be allowed in rouA,±ne
work. Some arbitrary perior of time, therefore, is usually adopted, and it
is in respect to this factor that the confusion arises. If stability is
to be considered as a definite qualitative characteristic of an effluent
that characteristic should be determined by a test sufficiently prolonged
to insure equilibrium, but such procedure is not feasible for obvious
practieal reasons, and it is not desieable, because it is not enough
simply to know that the available oxygen is sufficient or insufficient to
J
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to aatief^ the demands of the bacteria that are working on the organic
natter. Jf the available oxygen is suffiolent, there le perfect stability
-a definite condition; if it is mauf f iolent , there is still stability
in the quantitative sense - a relative stability det«^r«.iu©a by the
relation of the available oxygen to the total amount of xoygen required
by the organic matter for perfect stability. In practice the latter
condition is the one usually encountered".
Owing to the varied Tceanings which are attached to the word
potresoibility, Phelpsd.c. p. 77) has recomtnend«d the word Stability
to designate" that desirable quality which is the usual object of sewage
purification:- the tranef orirat ion of organic matter to such a form that
it is incapable of undergoing offensive decomposition". He argues that
the term stability implies a positive characteristic which is acquired
during the purification process, while the terrc putrescibil It y refers
to a negatioe characteristic. Stability describes that condition in
which the available oxygen exceeds the required oxygen. However the
term putrescibilit y has been retained in this paprer since it is still
largely in use in the literature which deals «ith sewage investigation.
From the economic point of view questions bearing directly upon the
putresoibility or stability of sewage are of the. greatest importance.
The ultimate aim of ail sewage disposal operations is to render the
putrescible matter as stable as possible and any factors which facilitate
or hinder this process are of considerable practical importance. Since
these Lumbrioallid worms occur in such abundance in connection with
devices which are operated in order to increase stability^,, the relation
of these worms to this process becomes pertinent. From the point of view
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of 8©via|© disposal it is desirable to determine whether or not these
forcis haae any relation to putresoibility and if so whether it is or a
beneficial or detrimental nature.
The purpose of these experiments was to discover if possible just
what effect these organisms have on putresoiHllit y. Tests were made on
the following kinds of sewage:- (l) Raw sewage, (2) Septic Tank effluent,
(3) Settling Tank effluent, and (4) Sprinkling filter effluent. The
suspended matter is sewage is of two kinds, namely, the settling suspend-
ed matter, and the non settling suspended matter. The former is of such
s nature that it oan be removed by filtration through ordinary filter
paper, or will be deposited when sewage is stored. The latter does not
settle and is not removed by ordinary filtration but must be removed by
ohemical precipitation, by biologic treatment, or by the use of certain
special filtering devices. This non settling suspended matter is
colloidal in nature and is known as pseudo-colloidal matter in sewage.
Each of the above mentioned effluents was tested in three ways,(l) by
using the raw material, (2) by using the material after passage through
ordinary filter paper which removed the settling suspended matter, and
(3) by using the material from which the pseudooolloidal matter had been
removed. This pseudooolloidal matter was removed by filtering the liquid
through a Goooh crucible which was connected with a filter pump. Since
investigation has shown ( Lederer , 1912, p. 5)" that the finsly divided
slowly settling matter and the pseudooolloidal matter not capable of
settling make up the greater part of the putresoibility" the tests were
made m such a way as to allow the study of the effect of the warms on
the liquid when one or both of the above mentioned substances were
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prese nt
.
The »»mpliB^ bottles of the Testing Station were used as contalnere
for the teste. These bottles have a capacity of 128 co. All of the
glass ware such as pipettes, sampling bottles and etc, was steriliaed
before using. The sampling bottles were filled with the various grades
of sewage and then worms were transferred to each. Vigorous wormsvfresh
frow the filters were used in every case. They were carefully ©leaned
by transferring them through a series of vessels contalniing pure water
before they were transferred to the test bottle in order that no addition-
al natter might be carried with them. Then they were counted out into
lots of 100 and after the removal of all excess water each lot was
weighed on a fine analytical balance. Those lots which weighed approximate
-ly the same were selected for the tests. Each lot was placed in a
separate bottle which was corked in such a way that no bubbles were en-
closed. For each individual test a check experiment was carried on
sifflilar in all respects except that no worms were used. T'^us a single
series involved twenty four tests.
Determinations of putreseibilit y involve the use of delicate in-
dicators which aid in the accurate detection of the beginning of anaerob-
ic conditions. In these experiments Spitta and Weldert's Methylene Blue
Putreseibilit y Test was used. This test depends upon the formation of a
colorless leuoobase as the oxygen in the sample becomes exhausted* The
technique is simple. One cc. of 0.1 percent aqueous solution of Methylene
Blue xs added to the sample which is then kept in an incubator at either
20*C or at 37°C. and observed frequently. The blue color of the sample
remains practically unchanged until the available oxygen contained in it
has been consumed and putrefactive conditions have been established. At
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this time the dy9 is reduoed and the oolcr dieappeare. The time for the
deoolorisation(reduotion time) therefore indioates quite closely the time
at lihioh the available oxygen is ooneumed. Phel ps
(
' 09
,
p. 77 ) added further
value to the Methylene Blue Test by putting it on a quantitative working
basis so that the putresoibil it y of a given sample can be expressed in
terns of relative stability. This makes it possible to indicate the propor-
tion of oxygen present as oompared with the total amount of oxygen requir-
ed to oxidize a given sample.
This test lends itself well to this kind of experimentation since it
not only nakes it an easy matter to determine the reduction time but the
presence of the Methylene Blue in the sample has: little or no deleterious
effect on the worms. At the same time that the worms were transferred to
the sample 1 oo. of a 0. aqueous solution of Methylene Blue was added to
each bottle and the time carefully noted. These test bottles together with
the checks were placed in a constant temperature incubator at 20^0, Careful
watoh was kept on these samples and the reduction time of each noted.
The worms in the sampling bottles were frequently observed in order to
determine whether or not any of them died while under these conditions
si«o-9 it is evident that the death of any of them would constitute a source
of error by inoreaemg quantitatively the amount of putresolble matter xn
the sample. Fortunately the mortality was very low, so low that the
writer feels confident that it did no vitiate the results.
The following table indicates the results of one of the series:-
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Putrescitility
Ori !2in.
1 n hours
Relative
Stat i 1 i t y
Lose
i n
Relative
Stability
relation ot
actual loss to
Dossitle l033.
Crude sewage. (Man k) 12 11
Crude sewage(lOO worrrp) 11 10 1 9.
09
Crude sewage. Filtg^red
+ Dseudocol loias
( tlanK)
2 2 26
.
(100 TJOTTS) 24 21
19. 2
Crude sewaile. F'iltered
- pseudocolloi ds*
( 1 1 anK
)
66 47
* *
*'
* *( 100 -/sortr 3 ) •29
24 2S 48. 9
Septic tans? ettluent.
( tanii A) ( bl an«
£
( 100 ysorir s )
2 1 £8. £
Septic tanK effluent.
Filtered + cseu do-
colloids. ( fclant?) 17 15
(100 wortEs) 14 12
20.
Septic tanK eftluent,
Filtered - oseudo-
colloias( clanK
)
50 87
(100 worirs) 29 24
J. £ £5. 1
Settling tank ettluent.
Crude. (tlanK) 14 12
( 100 vnorffs) 12
11 1 3. 2
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^ . Putrescit-ilityOn sJi n
in noups
relative
Stability
Loss ^ercenta^e
in rel ation of
Relative actual loss
Statiiity Lo goasitle
Settiini? tanK ettluent.
Filtered+pseudocolloids.
2°
. . . . • •
( 100 WOTT S ) SI 25 3 10. 7
cettlino tanK effluent.
Filtered-Dseuaocolloids.
•27
. . • • •
•
2 2 15 32. 4
Sprinniin^ filter ettluent.
Tank ^.CiariK) ^^ ^ y ^ 99
69 69.
«
SorinKling filter effluent.
Filtered+pseudocolloids.
(tlanK; j^yt. 99
(100 worTs) 42 hrs. S4 65 65*
6
Sorinwlind filter effluent.
Filtered-pseudocolloids.
(BlanK) da.yto. 99
34 o5 65,6
Incubation temoerature 20° C.
o~T„+-;iTis =3+5>b-ilitv nuTters calcul ated according to
Pnelos.
* Per Title sane of brevity the signs + and - have been used to indicate
the presence or absence of the substance whose name follows the si^n.
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An examination of all of the reaulta of the experiments made m thin
oonneotlon of whaoh the above •eries ! » part shows that the most oonspiou-
ous result is the marked inorease of putreeoibil It y in the saitples contain-
ing the worms as compared with the corresponding samples which oontained no
worms. This is a constant feature of these experiments as in no case was
there an opposite result. The presence of the worms inoreases the putresci-
bility under all conditions as regards the presence or absence of the
various kinds of suspended matters m sewage. The reduction time inoreases
with the removal of suspended matter and the difference between the reduc-
tion time of the test and that of the oheolc experlirents tends to become
greater as the' suspended matters are removed. Increased putrescibilit
y
neans loss in stability and loss in relative stability apparently increases
with the removal of the suspended matters.
The explanation of the manner In which this increase m put rescib il it
y
is effected by the worms has not been determined.. The exhaustian of the
oxygen may be accomplished in two ways, (1) by the respiratory activity of
the worms, or (2) by means of the organic matter contributed by the worms
in the form of excreta. It is very probable that both are factors which
work towards the same end. B'rom a practical stand point it does not matter
how the oxygen is used up since the important thing is the fact that it is
t'SiS^-iiSSl-HE* As has been stated before the sprinkling filter is a device
for oxygenating the sewage which is delivered to it thus rendering it more
stable. The presence of anything in the filter which draws upon the oxygen
is thus decreasing the efficiency of the filter. The evidence seems to be
oonolueive that the presence of these worms in the rllter inoreases the
putresoibility of the sewage and this is accomplished by using up a part
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of the available oxygon and amoe these worms ooour in great numbere in the
filter for the greater ptrt of the year there is good reason for thinking
that BO far as their relation to the available oxygen is oonoerned the
effect of the presenoe of these worms in the filter is a detrinental one.
If, on the other hand, it bo true that at all tiicee of the year there is
ft distinct vertical distribution of these worms in the filter in which the
larger number are confined to the upper two or three feet the detrimental
effects of their presenoe may be overcome to some extent since the inter-
stices of the filter throughout its depth are air spaces and it is possible
that the loss of the oxygen in the upper zone due to the activities of the
worms may be made up to some extent by the passage through the air filled
spaces. Nevertheless the fact remains that the worms increase the putresoi-
bility and in this connection are apparently not desirable organisms.
It is possible that when the problem of the relation of these worms
to sewage has been completely worked out it will be found that advantageous
relations may more than offset the harmful ones so that the sum total of
their activities may show them to be desirable forms. However until more
investigation is carried on this point must remain unsettled.
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V. SUMMARY.
1. The folUowir^ new epeoies of Enohytraeidae dietributed amon^ four
genera have been added to the list of North Amerioan forniB:-
Name fype Locality
Henlea moderata Urbana, 111.
Henlea urbanensie Urbana, 111.-
LUBibr ioillus rutilue Chicago, 111.
Pridericia douglaseneia Douglas Lake, Mich..
Pridericia oooneensis Oconee, 111.
Pridericia sima Urbana, 111.
Enohytraeus gillettensie Gillette Grove, Iowa.
2. Chylus cells were fcuhd only in Pridericia.. The characters or these
cells are distinct for each species and show evidences of taxononic value.
3. Studies on the penial bulb have shown that in all of the available
material its structure is uniform in all of the speciicens of a given
species and that characters of taxonoiric importance are to be found in
this organ. However Eisen's classification of the subfamilies and genera
baaed on the characters of this organ is faulty. In Marionina provision
must be made in the definition for the presence of an occasional accessory
gland m connection with the bulb. The stability of the subfamily
Enohyt^einae is very uncertain since it contains only one genus, namely,
Enchytraeus, which is now known to contain several species whloh have
penial bulbs of both the Lumbricillid and Enchytraeid types as well as
ii
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transitional forniB oonneotin^ tho two. Alteratione must be made in Eison's
ohapaoter i«at ion of the bulb xn tha genuB Priderioia to provide for
wider variation in the number of sets ofComponent oellB in this or^an,
4. Stephenson has recently described forms which have tcansitional char-
aoters between Lumbrioillus and Enchytraeus. Additional evidence of the
olcae relation of these two genera is now offered since it is shown that
the penial bulb of the latter shows distinct transitioriB from the so oalle
Enchytraeid type to the Lurabrioillid type. These two genera were formaijly
regarded as standing far apart.
5. The following statements refer to a single species,. Lurebriclllus
putilus n. ep.
a. L. rutilus occurs in abundance in the sprinkling filters of the
Chicago Sewage Testing Station during the warm months of the year.
Its distribution in the various tanks and filters depends chiefly
upon the dissolved oxygen content, the content, and the
"freshness" of the influent.
b. This worm is associated with a number ot other animal forms of
which the larvae and pupae of Psychoda albimaculsita^ Prorhynohus
sp. , Prist ina, sp. , Nais sp,, Helodrilus subr ub ioundus, Chironomidae
Tjematodes, n/ater Wites, and Collembol a (Ispt oma sp,' ) are the most
common,
c. The sole mode of progression is by crawling* It is much more
efficient on moist surfaces than on dry ones, the latter being an
important barrier against dispersion. Progression is more efficient
on rough than smooth surfaces. There is no evidence whatever of
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ability to Bwim.
Those worms are sensitive to ll^ht and show a decided negative
response to it.
Exposure to dry conditions results fatally withir a short time,
usually less than fiv«< minutes.
These worms are positively thi^motaotic. They show a distinct
tendency to accumulate in masses and to orient themselves in such
a way that a maximum of contact with the sludge and the filter bed
rook is secured.
The maxiBum temperature of the organisms is very near 36*0. From
25' to 10* no difference in the aotivities of the worms was noted.
Prom 10° to 2° the activity was reduced.. They can live in a tem-
perature of 5*0 for days and even weeks.
These worms require an abundaafc supply of oxygen. Continued low
dissolved oxygen content in the medium has a deleterious effect
and great abundance of these forms in the sprinkling filters is
due in part to the high dissolved content of the sewage which
comes in contact with them. They cannot thrive in crude sewage
because of its low dissolved oxygen content.
The worms show a distinct recognition of the presence of sludge
and react positively to it.
The worms have a mechanical effect on the accumulating sludge in
the sprinkling filters by loosening it up and working it over thus
facilitating the oxidation of the unstable organic matter. Also
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oiroumetantiftl evidence points to these forir.e as at least one of
the faotore which brini? about the "unloading" of the filters In
the Spring.
k. It has been shown that these worms inoreaae the putreeclbilit y of
the sewage in which they occur by using a part of the available
oxygen. This is of great economic importanoe. They interfere with
the efficiency of the sprinkling filter and aid in rendering the
sewage unstable, facilitating anaerobic decoBsposit ion. In this
particular respect they are undesirable organisms in sewage dispos-
al plants.
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VII.ABBREVIATIONS USED IN THE PLAT3S.
a. - - - Atr. oalla.
bs. - - Blood sinus.
bso. - - Perivisceral tlood sinus.
,
bvd. - - Dorsal tloo3 vessel,
bvv. - - Vsatral blooai vessel.
CO. - - Clitellar cells,
cd. - - Cavity of diverticuluir.
ch. - - Chylus cell.
Che. - - Cnlora^o^ cell,
cil. - - Cilia,
cu. - - - Cuticula.
cyl. - - Lining lay'-r of cytoplasiii.
dtl. - - Lurren of didsstiv? xract.
ec2. - - Glands at sctal oDenina of sp erir a tn ec a.
SCO. - - Fetal openina.
ecs. - - Hctal surtace.
9l. - - - Fpithelial layer.
ens. - - Sntal surface.
epc. - - Epithelial cell.
^lo. - - Perioheral ^>land cells.
h . - - - H V D o d e r tr i 3
.
ibc. - - inner tulb cells.
ice. - - Intracellular canal.
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ir. - - - Vasculature.
nccl.
- - Circular iruscle layer.
irr. - - Retractor Tuscle.
IIS.- - - ^^uscle strand.
n. - - - nucleus.
p. - - - Peritonsum.
pb. - - Penial tult invagination,
pp. - - Penial pore.
3d. - - Sper-r duct.
sde. - - Extension of tne sperrr duct.
spd. - - Speriatnecal duct.
td. - - Tubules of di v e r t i cul urr;
.
tdo. - - Origin of tne tubules of the diverticulum.
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VTII. EXPLANATION OP PLATES.
Plate I.
Henlea moderata n.. sp.
Pig. 1. Dorsal view of the brain.
Pig. 2. Lateral vie»f of a nephridiua.
Pig. 3, Bundle of setae.
Pig. 4. Spermiduoal funnel.
Pig. 5. Lymphocyte.
Pig. 6. Lateral view of the anterior region showing the shape of the
prost omium.
Pig. 7. Spermat heoa.
Pig. 8. Transverse section through the floor of the buccal cavity
showing the four "taste organs".
Pig. 9. Seta.
Pig. 10. Transverse section of the digestive tract in VIII showing the
origin of the tubules of the intestinal diverticulum.
Pig. 11. Transverse section of the digestive tract m VIII showing the
structure of the intestinal diverticulum.
Pig. 12. The penial bulb as it appeers in a transverse section of the
worm in that region.
Plate II.
Lumbrioillus rutilus n. sp.
Fig. 13. Diagram of the anterior region showing details of the
circulatory system.
Pig. 14. Spermiduoal funnel. .
Pig. 15. Nephridium.
Pig. 16, Spermatheoa.
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Pig. 16a. Longitudinal aeotion through the apormiduoal funnel.
17. Outline akotch of the ventral glands in XTII and XIV.
18. Bundle of setae showing typioal shape and arrangement.
19. Transverse aeotion through the ventral gland in XIII.
20. Dorsal view of the brain.
Pig. 21. Transverse section through the ventral gland in XIv.
Pig. 22. The penial bulb as it appears in a transverse section through
the worm.
Pig. 23. Longitudinal section through the spernsatheoa showing the
details of structure.
Plate III.
Pridericia douglaaensis n. sp,
pig. 24. Biagram of the circulatory systera in the anterior region of
the worm.
Pig. 25. Spermat heoa.
Pig. 26. Transverse section of the clitellar cells.
Pig. 27. Nephr idium.
Pig. 28. Spermiduoal funnel.
Pig. 29. Seta showing the curved proximal end.
Pig. 30. Dorsal view of the brain.
Pig. .31. Penial bulb as it appears in a transverse section of the
worm.
Pig. 32. Pept onephrid iara.
Pig. 33. Ghylus cells as they appear in longitudinal section through
the wall of the intestine.
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Plate IV.
ppidericia oooneenais n. sp.
pi^. 34. Dorsal view of the brain.
Pig. 35. Chylus oell as it appears in longitudinal seotion through
the wall of the intestine.
Pig. 36. Nophridiuin.
Pig. 37, Spermat heoa.
Pig. 38. pept onephr idiuffl.
Pig. 39. Transverse seotion through the intestine in the region of
the ohylus oell zone.
Pig. 40. Speriniduoal funnel.
Pig. 41. penial bulb as it appears in a transverse seotion of the
body of t he worm.
Plate V.
Prider'ieia sima n, sp.
pig. 42. Pept onephridium.
Pig. 43. View of the anterior region of the worm showing the shape
of the prostomiuiB.
Pig. 44. Nephridium.
Pig. 45. Chylus oell as it appears in a longitudinal seotion of the
wall of the intestine.
Pig. 46. Nephridium,
Pig, 47. Spermat heoa.
Pig. 48, Dorsal view of the brain.
Pig. 49. Spermiduoal funnel.
Pig. 50. Penial bulb as it appears in a transverse seotion of the
worm.
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Plate VI.
EnchytraeuB gilletteneis n» sp.
Pi^. 51. N«phridiuin.
Fig. 52. Dorsal view of the brain.
Pig. 53. Longitudinal seotion of a sper mat heoa.
Pig. 54. Spermiauoal funnel.
Pig. 55. penial bulb as it appears in a transverse section of the
worn.
Henlea urbanensis n. sp.
Pig. 56. Spermatheoa.
Pig. 57. Transverse section through an intestinal diverticulum.
Pig. 58. Penial bulb as it appears in a transverse section of the
worm.
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Plate II.
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Plate TII.
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Plate V.
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Plat© VT.
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